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FOREWORD

The citizens of this nation have expressed their support of a strong
vocational home economics program through continuous legislation and funding
since 1917. In the early days the leaders were concerned about families and
providing services to them. For example, the school lunch program was begun
in Boston so as to supply children from poor families with nutritious meals.
Training was given to domestics so they could more adequately serve families
and their work could be done with a minimum of energy and time. In the
classes in home economics youth were trained to better accept the responsi-
bilities related to the use of the resources so that struggling families
might better their conditions. Even in the beginning of home economics the
emphasis was placed on using the home, school and community as learning
laboratories for students.

As technology has replaced many of the unskilled jobs, new service
positions have emerged. Women's employment outside the home has created the
need for services which were formerly provided at home. For example, there
are jobs related to child care and the elderly, food service, clothing services.
home furnishings, and institutional and home management. Home Economics now has
an added responsibility over and above the training of consumers and homemakers
for they have the opportunity to train wor (Ts for gainful employment. The
funding of such programs is possible throug.' the use of monies appropriated
under the Vocational Act of 1963 and th6 tional Amendments of 1968.
Secondary, post-secondary and adult students from economically depressed areas
and those with physical, emotional and mental handicaps receive special
emphasis. Those normally served by home economics, including the gifted, will
'continue to be a part of the program.

In addition, home economics must become a part of career education and
publicize the contributions that home economics can make to careers and to
assist workers to carry the multi-roles related to being a homemaker and an
employee. The home economics related careers are for both males and females,
regardless of race, socio-economic background or geographic location. As
Commissioner Marland states:

Career education would be in the most fundamental sense
a bridge -- a bridge between school years and work years,
between educators and employers, between life of a child
and the later years of adulthood, between an empty and a
full life. Career education would stress reality in the
classroom, not smothering young people in the dubious
tradition that for every child learning in and of itself
is a sufficient reward for the toilsome journey.
(American Education, April, 1972, p. 8)

It is our belief that Home Economics Education will continue to
successfully meet the challenges of emerging career development much as
they have in the past.

0.1114.00

Associate Superintendent for
Career Education and

Director, Vocational Education
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

This FRAMEWORK for Home Economics Related

Occupations is based on a unique premise.

PREMISE: Home Economics Teachers in Arizona

are able to, want to and will be

actively involved in the development

of curriculum materials when provided

with appropriate opportunities.

So that teachers can be actively involved in
the future development of this Framework a
special page was designed forte 'dofret each

section. These pages entitled NEXT STEPS are
for you, the teacher, to send in so that your
ideas can be incorporated as the materials are
further developed.

Could you please help us by taking the address
labels from the envelope below and attaching
one of them on each of the appropriate NEXT
STEPS pages.

We look forward to receiving your excellent
contributions and proving our premise.

Thank-you !



HOME ECONOMICS RELATED OCCUPATIONS

The purpose of this publication is to provide a beginning framework
which teachers and administrators may utilize in the development of a Home

Economics Related Occupations program. Since these materials will be
utilized across the state they can serve only as general suggestions. Each

teacher will need to individualize the materials in relation to the needs
of the particular school and community which the program is to serve.

OVERVIEW

The development of a strong Home Economics Related Occupations program

is particularly important in these times as the more traditional roles of

men and women are changing and as new opportunities are available for employ-

ment in related fields. The suggestions offered in this publication are to

provide assistance to YOU as YOU begin this significant process.

Your curriculum committee has worked very hard to identify a framework

upon which all future curriculum development for Home Economics Related

Occupations programs may build. We look forward to your suggestions and your

further development of the materials on the following pages. Your contribu-

tions will mean a great deal to the development of a sound guide. You

will note that the materials are in loose-leaf form so that materials can

be adapted, adopted, and inserted throughout the years.

As you begin to develop a strong program we are firmly convinced

that:

YOU are the most significant person in the development of a 'strong

program. It is YOU who will have the opportunity to meet with the community

and the students and assist them to sce the potential of the program. It is

YOU who will work with the administration on the development of plans and

facilities for the program. It is YOU who will be in the class with the

students and who will visit them on the job. We believe that YOU can and

will do an outstanding job.

As you are aware, the daisy is the state flower
for the HERO Club of Arizona. You will note that
the flower is utilized throughout this guide.
Whenever you see the daisy and see that
it is minus a petal, then you will
how that we believe that the
materials are not complete
and that we need YOUR
help & suggestions
to make the work
complete. We

hope that
you will
help.

WE'VE ONLY JUST BEGUN!!!

- 1 -



? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

A teacher or administrator about to initiate a Home Economics Related
Occupations program will undoubtedly have many questions.' The answers to some
of the most pertinent questions will be found on the following pages. One of
the first questions that usually is asked is:

????? WHAT ARE HOME ECONOMICS RELATED OCCUPATIONS ?????

The Handbook of Standard Terminology for Curriculum and Instruction
in Local ana a e c oo ys ems loent Home conom cs cupa ona
Preparation as:

The courses or units of instruction emphasizing the
acquisition of competencies needed for getting and
holding a job and/or preparing for advancement in an
occupational area using home economics knowledge and
skills. Instructional content is selected from home
economics subject areas to meet the unique require-
ments in specific occupations and is coordinated with
appropriate field, laboratory and work experience.

Occupations include those which provide

(1) services to families in the home and similar
services to others in group situations

(2) assistance to professional home economists
and professionals in fields related to home
economics in industries, agencies and
organizations

(3) other services and/or assistance directly
related to one or more home economics subject-
matter areas.

Home Economics is now in the process of developing programs to meet
the needs of persons related to emerging occupational preparation using the
knowledge ani skills of home economics. The subject matter areas of home
economics include the following occupational potentials:

Care & Guidance of Children & the Elderly
& Supporting Services

Clothing Management, Production & Services

Food Management, Production & Services

Home Furnishings, Equipment & Services

Institutional & Home Management &
Supporting Services

1. Putnam, J. F. and W. D. Chismore. Standard Terminology for Curriculum and
Instruction in Local and State School Systems. Washington, D. C.: Superin-

tendent of'Documents, 1970.

- 2 -
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????? WHO IS INVOLVED IN A HOME ECONOMICS RELATED OCCUPATIONS PROGRAM ?????

The persons who are most involved In the program may be classified
into four main groups. One group includes the persons required to develop
the learning situations and coordinate the program between the school and
the community. This is obviously the role of the teacher. The second group
is composed of the students in the program. The third plug is made up of
the employers who cooperate with the program and finally in the fourth group
are all of the persons who serve in advisory or administrative capacities.

I. TEACHERS. The qualifications and certification requirements
which apply to all vocational homemaking teachers will have relevance for
the occupational teacher. In addition to basic certification teachers
working in Cooperative Education programs are required to have a course
in Cooperative Education. Teachers responsible for instruction in occupa-
tional courses or programs are required to have, in addition to basic
certification, a course in Teaching Occupational Home Economics.
Employment in the occupation being taught by the teacher is becoming more
and more important.

Additional essential characteristics include:

* a belief in the dignity of work in the areas being taught

* ability to work with both the school and community

* ability to be both teacher and counselor for students.

II. STUDENTS. The qualifications for the students should include a
very genuine interest in pursuing an educational goal related to one of the
home economics related occupations. Each student should possess the ability
level and attitudes to enable him to accept and perform at the degree of
responsibility necessary in his career interest area and at the level of
the career ladder at which he will be employed. Such personal qualities
as good mental and physical health are related to a person's ability to
perform successfully in a job situation.

III. EMPLOYERS. The characteristics of the persons who will
conduct the actual on-the-job training and supervise the student at work

are critical to the quality of the educational program. The training

sponsor must possess technical competence in the occupation to be taught

and must possess a genuine interest in helping young people. In addition

he should have the ability to organize and conduct job instruction training.
A willingness to work with the school coordinator in planning instruction
and evaluating student progress is another vital ingredient in the total

process.

IV. OTHERS. Advisory board members, school board members and the
administration all hold invaluable positions on the team. These persons serve
to help broaden the scope of the program through able advice and facilitation
of the administrative process. In general they serve to make the program more

relevant.

- 4 -



The publication Home Economics In Arizona Schools available from the
Home Economics Service, Division of Career and Vocational Education, the
Department of Education presents more specific information related to questions
as:

????? WHEN SHOULD A HOME ECONOMICS RELATED OCCUPATIONS PROGRAM BE
INCORPORATED INTO A CURRICULUM FOR A SPECIFIC SCHOOL ?????

77777 WHERE SHOULD A HOME ECONOMICS RELATED OCCUPATIONS PROGRAM
BE TAUGHT (space & equipment) ?????

Publications that will provide information about questions related to
the labor laws affecting a Home Economics Related Occupations Program include:

State of Arizona Labor Laws, compiled and issued by the Labor
Department of the Industrial Commission of Arizona, 1601 W.
Jefferson, Phoenix, Arizona 85007.

State of Arizona Child Em lo ent Laws, compiled and issued by the
Labor Department o te nusra Commission of Arizona, 1601 W.
Jefferson, Phoenix, Arizona 85007.

It's Easy To Hire Teen Agers, U. S. Department of Labor, Supt. of
Documents: GPO: 1970 0 - 385 - 144.

Handy Reference Guild to the Fair Labor Standards Act, U. S.
Department of Labor, Supt. of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402: Stock Number
2905-0019, 25g.

Information as to how students may apply for health certificates is
available from your local Department of Health for each individual county.

- 5 -



77777 WHY HAVE A HOME ECONOMICS RELATED OCCUPATIONS PROGRAM ?????

The )eliefs which focus attention on the significance of developing
programs throughout the state are indicated below.

1. Many forces are converging to accelerate the need for persons
trained in home economics related occupations.

2. In view of charging family roles and the multi-roles related to
being a homemaker and wage-earner, home economics curricula must be
appropriate for both males and females.

3. Students are more likely to find education relevant when concepts
they are learning in classroom situations are applied to potential
career situations.

4. Home economics has the right and the responsibility to develop
programs which provide students with the opportunities to
develop skills, knowledge and attitudes to hecome employable.

5. The Consumer and Homemaking program provides an important basis
upon which Home Economics Related Occupations programs may be
developed.

6. The Home Economics Related Occupations program provides opportunities
for interested individuals to progress in relation to their career
interests along a career ladder or lattice.

7. It is possible within one class situation to serve students who
are engaged in the five areas of career opportunities.

8. Organized education and training in a cooperative plan, involving
both school and business, provide effective job conditioning
for students seeking full-time employment.

9. The basic skills, knowledge and attitudes involved in home economics
related occupations may be developed in the related class.

10. The ability to get and hold a job helps young people develop a
mature and realistic concept of self.

11. The combination of school related education and employment provides
opportunity for each individual to experience total personal
development.

12. The involvement of students in community experiences extends their
understanding of the world of work and extends the opportunities for
public relations for the program.

13. The HERO Club is an integral part of the Home Economics Related

Ocrupations program. The club provides opportunities for students

to extend classroom learnings, to develop leadership abilities and

provides another vehicle for public relations.

-6



CAREER EDUCATION

Another reason WHY a Home Economics Related Occupations Program is
significant: in the curriculum of a local school relates to its place in the

total concEpt of Career Education. Career Education is gaining increased
importance and attention in the state of Arizona as a-significant focus for
all of education.

The official definition of Career Education presented in the publication
Career Education in Arizona is:

Career Education combines the academic world with the
world of work. It must be available at all levels of educa-

tion from kindergarten through the university. A complete
program of Caree. Education includes awareness of the world
of work, broad exploration of occupations, in-depth explora-
tion of selected clusters, and career preparation for all

students. This calls for all basic education subjects to
incorporate Career Education as the major activity through-
out the curriculum. (p. 8)

The general plan which has been identified for the implementation of
the Career Education concept in Arizona is presented in the following table:

First Level
K - 6

Second Level
7 - 8

Third Level
9 - 10

Career Orientation The emphasis on career orientation
is accomplished by relating curricu-
lum subjects to the world of work
and having parents from various
occupational areas come in to talk
with the children.

Broad Exploration Emphasis is on broad exploration of
the occupational clusters. This

can be accomplished with "hands-on"
experiences, guest speakers in the
classroom, and selected field trips.

In-Depth Exploration Emphasis is on in-depth exploration
of those specific occupational clu-
sters which interest the individual
student. This is accomplished by more
intense involvement with actual appli-
cation of course work to work concepts,
specialized field trips, and continual
"hands-on" experiences.

Fourth Level Career Preparation Emphasis is on simulated classroom
11 - 12 activities and/or cooperative work

programs. (p. 9)

Suggestion: for the development of information related to Careers in
Home Economics Oil be presented on the back of each of the related Career

Ladders and Lattices on the following pages.

Career Education In Arizona. Phoenix, Arizona: Arizona Department of Education,

1972.



CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
(Ladders - Lattices)

The possible careers in Home Economics Related Occupations provide
many opportunities for progression and development by an interested person.
As we begin recruiting and training individuals the career ladders and
lattices identified below will indicate to persons that those with the
motivation, talent, and potential can move horizontally and vertically.

The five charts on the following pages were developed for the purpose
of showing career development under the career choices identified in the
publication, Vocational Education and Occupations, Superintendent of
Documents, Catalog No. FS 5.280:80061, U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C.: 1969. The areas assigned to home economics education are
as follows:

09.0200 Occupational Preparation

.0201 Care and Guidance of Children and the
Elderly and Supporting Services

.0202 Clcthing Management, Production and
Services

.0203 Food Management, Production and
Services

.0204 Home Furnishings, Equipment and
Services

.0205 Institutional and Home Management and
Supporting Services

.0299 Occupational Preparation,

The charts identify representative career choices but with each day there
are emerging career choices that interested persons may want to consider.
It will be up to you to continue to update and evaluate the charts.

Both career ladders and career lattices are indicated on the charts.
Career ladders are indicated by the vertical steps which are available to a
person as they gain the necessary education and experience to move up in a
job area. The career lattices are indicated by the horizontal movement open
to a person in any given career area. These moves may be made due to
increased education and experience and/or interest in similar but different
areas.

The selection of any of the occupational areas related to Home Economics
provides many opportunities to an individual as he makes decisions relative
to his total employment career. The entry and the progress of any person
is dependef!t upon his individual education, experience and interests. A
person may progress to the position and at the rate that he is motivated to
do so. A person's motivation often effects the rate and extent of his
progression and degree of success.

The career ladders and lattices will be helpful in working with students,
parents and guidance counselors as occupational courses are considered or
initiated in local districts. It will also give direction for accountability
and the reporting of career choices of individual students.



CARE AND GUIDANCE OF CHILDREN AND BEST COPY MARE
THE ELDERLY AND SUPPORTING SERVICES

09.0201

ECONOMIST
HOME

L

ILD
PSYCHOLOGIST

KINDERGARTEN AND
PRIMARY TEACHER

NURSERY SCHOOL DIRECTOR

CHILD WELFARE RESEARCHER

DIRECTOR OF MATERNAL AND
CHILD HEALTH

SOCIAL WORKER

COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
(roqr v )

URSERY SCHOOL
ROGRAM PLANNER

PRE - SCHOOL LAN-

GUAGE INSTRUCTOR

CHILDREN'S WEAR
CONSULTANT

WELFARE DAY CARE

CONSULTANT

JUVENILE COURT PROBA-

TION ASSISTANT

POST-SECONDARY

RECRgAT I ONAL

THERAPIST

CHILD WELFARE

RESEARCH TECH-
NICIAN

NURSERY SCHOOL

FOOD SERVICE
DIRECTOR

GOVERNESS

HOUSEMOTHER

FAMILY HEALTH ASSISTANT

AMILY DAY CARE ATTENDAN

COTTAGE ATTENDANT

INSTITUTIONAL CHILD CARE
ATTENDANT

SPECIAL EDUCATION ATTENDANT

GERIATRICS AIDE

CHILD CARE AIDE

HOME COMPANION

JUVENILE COURT

PROBATION WORKER

WELFARE DAY CARE
CONSULTANT

TOY CONSULTANT

ADULT EDUCATION AIDE

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER AIDE

ELEMENTARY TEACHER AIDE

RECREATIONAL AND
PLAYGROUND AIDE

NURSERY SCHOOL FOOD

SERVICE CONSULTANT

HOME - SCHOOL AIDE

INSTITUTIONAL

HOUSEKEEPER

ADULT

HOME HEALTH AIDE

FAMILY DAY CARE ATTENDANT

COTTAGE ATTENDANT

INSTITUTIONAL CHILD CARE
ATTENDANT

SPECIAL EDUCATION ATTENDANT

GERATRICS AIDE

CHILD CARE AIDE

HOME COMPANION

KINDERGARTEN TEACHER AIDE

ELEMENTARY TEACHER AIDE

RECREATION AND PLAYGROUND AIDE

TOY CONSULTANT

CHILDREN'S WEAR ADVISOR

Noncom, SCHOOL
FOOD SERVICE WORKER

HOUSEKEEPER

SECONDARY (ENTRY LEVEL)
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BEST COPY AVAI1ABLE

Possible learning experiences related to the career areas of

CARE AND GUIDANCE OF CHILDREN AND THE ELDERLY-AND SUPPORTING SERVICES.

Caltem Onientation

* invite a parent who works in a child care center to come to
discuss his or her job. In a question and answer period questions
relative to the importance of the job, the characteristics of the
employee and others could be discussed.

* invite a HERO student from one of the local high schools who is
employed at a child care training station to come to the classroom
to explain what he does in his work. They may also have slides which
they can bring.

* invite a grandmother living in a retirement area to talk about the
characteristics of people that she likes best in the people that
help her.

* each student might make a simple book illustrated with pictures to
give to a child or an older person. After they return from giving
the book they could discuss the characteristics of people who work
with the very young and/or the older person.

Guad tetti.on_

* a small group of students might go to either a child care center or a
home for the elderly and might interview and spend part of a day with
persons in different jobs at each of the centers. Each student would
report back to the class but would also work on a committee report
about the common characteristics needed to work with the very young or
the older.

* invite a person employed in child care over a period of several years
to discuss the changes in child care and to indicate his or her own
changes into new and different jobs. The students might construct a
career ladder following this discussion.

* each student might construct a simple toy or game which they would
give to a child or an elderly person. They would present the toy or
game to the child or adult and would play the game with the adult.or
with the toy with the child to gain more information about the special
skills necessary to work with persons in these age groups.

In-Depth Exptoution

* following the study of child care students might simulate a real work
experience by setting up a classroom into a child care center. Students
could be divided, into committees and the child care service could be
provided for an evening for some event that is to happen at the school.
Each individual would take an active part in the planning and implemen-
tation of the project. Following the actual experience the various
responsibilities of each individual, the training necessary and the total
experience could be carefully evaluated in relation to total career plans
of individuals in the class.

* Additional experiences are developed in the Child Care Resource Guide
available from the Home Economics Education Section.

- 10 -



CLOTHING MANAGEMENT, PRODUCTION AND SERVICES

09.0202

DESIGNER\
- FASHION

- FABRIC

FASHION
MERCHANDISER

HOME ECONOMIST

TEXTILE RESEARCHER

BEST COPY VIII ABLE

COLLEGE DR UNIVERSITY
P

ERVICE
OSIlIONS
CARE AND

RENOVATION

FASHION
DESIGN AND
CONSULTANT
POSITIONS

DRY CLEANER

DYER

PRODUCTION
POSITIONS
CONSTRUCTION\

AND

ALTERATIONS

FASHION PROFESSIONAL

COORDINATOR'S DRESSMAKER

ASSISTANT TAILOR

FASHION AND
FABRIC SUPERVISOR

LAUNDRY LABORATORY f WARDROBE MISTRESS

TECHNICIAN

COSTUMER

SEWING SPECIALISE

ALTERATION
SUPERVISOR

SEWING INSTRUCTOR

CLOTH DESIGNER

WEAVING INSTRUCTOR

DUALITY CLOTH TESTER

TEXTILE TECHNICIAN

POST SECONDARY (SUPERVISORY LEVEL POSITIONS)

FASHION AND FABRIC
DEMONSTRATOR

CLEANER AND PRESSER
FASHION AND CLOTHING SEWING SPECIALIST

ADVISOR

FLATWARE CLEANER BRIDAL CONSULTANT ALTERATIONIST

FASHION ACCESSORIES ADVISOR

LAUNDRY FORE'.: MODEL TAILOR

WARDROBE SPECIALTY WORKER

SPOT CLEANER GARMENT FITTER CLOTHING SEAMSTRESS

WARDROBE MISTRESS

11111M===W
ADULT

LAUNDERETTE ATTENDANT FASHION AND CLOTHING ADVISOR

FABRIC COORDINATOR

LAUNDRESS FASHION AND FABRIC DEMONSTRATOR

BRIDAL CONSULTANT

DRY CLEANER AIDE FASHION ACCESSORIES ADVISOR

OTHING MAINTENANCE WORKER

TAILOR'S AIDE

DRESSMAKER'S AIDE

MODEL ALTERATIONIST'S AIDE

SECONDARY (ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS)

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OP VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 1-71



CLOTHING MANAGEMENT, PRODUCTION AND SERVICES.

BEST DOPY AVAILABLEPossible learning experiences related to the career areas of D

rateet Otientation

* request that each student bring in a piece of fabric at least 12 inches
square. Involve the students in examining the collection of fabrics to
identify all of the possible ways that the fabric might be used. Each
student could make his fabric into a miniature of one of the items that
he had suggested the fabric could be made into. Following this exper-
ience have the student list the skills necessary to complete each of
their projects, the possible careers in clothing and the characteristics
that a person in this career area would find essential.

* invite a parent or HERO student to identify what they do in their
job related to clothing. Following the discussion the students could
construct a bulletin board with large paper doll cut outs asking the
question "ARE YOU Cu r OUT TO WORK IN CLOTHING"? Each of the figures
on the board could identify a specific characteristic which a person
working in the clothing area might have.

Load Exptoution

* have each student interview an adult in their family to find out all of
the kinds of services related to clothing that are performed outside of
the home. These duties might relate to the construction of ready-to-
wear garments, alteration of garments, cleaning etc. All of the lists
would be compiled to suggest some of the careers in this area.

* invite a person from the dry cleaners (or other career area in clothing)
to talk with the class about all of the jobs that are available to a

person in just that one single area. The students could build a career
ladder following the presentation to indicate how students could move
up in the job.

* students visit either the alterations section of a department store or
a garment factory. They would discuss the job with a person at each
of these establishments and could be particularly alert to the tools
which each of the workers utilizes to complete his or her work.

In:LatIngEkEYEI

* following the study of clothing and textiles students might simulate a
real work experience by deciding on a project to make which could be
sold to other students in the school. The project could include the
decision as to what to make, the plans as to how much fabric and
supplies to purchase, the steps to completion of the project and the
selling of the completed product. By forming a business and dividing
the jobs all of the students could be involved in the project and could
also gain realistic information about the various jobs open to persons
in the clothing field etc.

* Additional experiences are presented in the Clothing & Textiles Resource
Guide available from the Home Economics Education section.

- 12



BEST COPY MIMI" broll It tirruLitall

FOOD MANAGEMENT, PRODUCTION AND SERVICES
09.0203

/INDUSTRIAL
HOME ECONOMIST

/ SCHOOL LUNCH
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

MANAGER, HOTEL
OR RESORT

MANAGER, DIVISION OF

HOTEL OR RESORT

DIETITIAN

COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

rANAGEMENT i PRODUCTION

SCHOOL LUNCH SCHOOL CAFE-

MANAGER TERIA

HEAD ColK

KITCHEN

SUPERVISOR

CHEF

FOOD TECHNICIAN

DIETITIAN'S
ASSISTANT

CAFETERIA
MANAGER

INDUSTRIAL

CAFETERIA
MANAGER

FLIGHT KITCHEN
GER

RESTAURANT MANAGER

SERVICES

FOOD SERVICE

SUPERVISOR

RESEARCH TECHNICIAN

FOOD HEALTH INSPECTOR

POST SECONDARY (TWO-YEAR PROGRAM)

SCHOOL CAFETERIA

HEAD COOK

KITCHEN SUPERVISOR

CHEF

CATERING MANAGER I HOTEL OR RESTAURANT COOK

SHORT ORDER COOK

SPECIALTY COOK PANTRYMAN

COOK HELPER DOMESTIC COOK

FOOD PRODUCTS TESTER

DIETARY AIDE

HOME DINNER SPECIALIST

FOOD CONCESSION
MANAGER

CATERER

CATERER HELPER

WAITER CAPTAIN

HEAD WAITER

COUNTER SUPERVISOR

SOMMELIER HOSTESS

ADULT (ONE-YEAR OR LESS TRAINING PROGRAM)7 SHORT ORDER COOK

DOMESTIC COOK

PANTRYMAN COOK HELPER

FOOD CHECKER DIETARY AIDE

HOME DINNER SPECIALIST

( TRY EL)

- 13 -

CATERER HELPER

WAITER/WAITRESS

Bus BOY CAR HOP

COUNTERMAN HOSTESS

CAFETERIA FLOOR GIRL
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Possible learning experiences related to areas of

FOOD MANAGEMENT, PRODUCTION AND SERVICES.

Catett Otientation

* select an individual student to complete a "Shadow Study" of a food service
employee at the school such as a cafeteria person. The student would
quietly observe all of the jobs that the pers,-,n completes during his job
during a day, or a part of a day. The student would present the food servi
w..-ker with an invitation to visit his or her class. When the food service
worker visits the class the student could introduce her (him) and explain
the jobs that the worker performs and how this work contributes to the
students. The worker might also be willing to answe questions.

* have students develop or bring to class food models. The students could
make a menu from the foods they have made in model form and set up a
minature restaurant so that they could practice taking orders, serving
food and finally being chef. Discuss the possible careers in the food sery
area related tc, the jobs the students held in the store.

* visit an establishment, such as a doughnut shop, and observe the skills of
a person in this area. As students watch the worker encourage them to
consider how the cost of the individual product could vary if the worker
used too much or too little of the dough, filling, frosting etc.

Broad ExptoAation

* invite a team of persons from a food establishment in to discuss what
each of the persons does so that the end product is a good product, served
in a pleasing manner and cleared away quietly and to the customer's
satisfaction. A bulletin board could be prepared asking the question
"Are you qualified to be a member of the team?" The bulletin board
might show figures of football players or basketball or baseball
players depending on the time of the year with qualifications for the
food service area rather than their regular number.

* the students might invite another class in for a very small snack.
Members of the class could be divided into the various services including
decorating the room, planning the atmosphere, the food, the clean-up etc.

* individual nember of the class might apply for jobs in the cafeteria
or lunchroom. While the jobs would not be paid they could still provide
valuable experiences.

In- Depth. Exptoution

* following the study of fonds and nutrition students might simulate a
real work experience by deciding on a project which they could prepare
and sell to other students. Some schools have sold cookies, others
sandwiches and others cupcakes. The business generally requires decisions
relative to what will be sold, how many supplies to get, how to store the
supplies, how to efficiently prepare the product, now to package the
product -- and happily -- how to utilize the profit. One class made
sufficient money to pay for the whole class to go to a restaurant and
have a served meal. The employees at the restaurant also discussed their
jobs with the class.

* Additional experiences are presented in the Foods and Nutrition Resource

Guide available from the Home Economics Education Section.
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HOME FURNISHINGS, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES
09.0204

/DESIGNER
-ENVIRON-

/ MENTAL

-INTERIOR

//HOME ECONOMIST

HOME SERVICE

/ DIRECTOR

HOME SERVICE ADVISOR

TEXTILE RESEARCHER

/PROFESSIONAL...LIVE POS T ONS

COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY

/ SERVICE (ADVISORY PRODUCTION
lOOSITIONs- AND DESIA 0/0SITIONS-

, CARE AND POSITIONS 'CONSTRUC-

T RENOVATION TION

HOME FuRNIsH-.

INsS ADVISOR

COLOR

COORDINATOR HO OE

DRAPERY ADVISOR
\ FURNISHINGS

SEWING

HOME LIGHTING SPECIALIST

ADVISOR

HOME

FURNIShINGS

LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN

PERY
ACCESSORIES ADVISOR

DRASUPERVRISOOOM

R

FLORIST

SCENIC ARTS SUPERVISO

SCENERY DESIGNER

TEXTILE TECHNICIAN \

LABORATORY TESTER

HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

WINDOW DISPLAY DESIGNER
TECHNICIAN

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
ADVISOR

DECORATIVE ARTS CRAFTSMAN

POST SECONDARY (SUPERVISORY LEVEL POSITIONS)

DECORATOR'S ASSISTANT

DRAPERY AND SLIPCOVER AIDE

HOME LIGHTING AND APPLIANCE
ASSISTANT

ACCESSORIES ASSISTANT

FLORAL ASSISTANT

/ HOME FURNISHINGS
MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

RUG CLEANER

UPHOLSTERY CLEANER

FLOOR CARE

MAINTENANCE SPECIALIST

HOME FURNISHINGS
MAINTENANCE AIDE

UPHOLSTERY CLEANER

RUG CLEANER

DRAPERY AND SLIPCOVER
SEAMSTRESS

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT ASSISTANT

DECORATIVE ARTS CRAFTSMAN

ADULT

HOME FURNISHINGS AIDE

DRAPERY AND SLIPCOVER AIDE

APPLIANCE AND EQUIPMENT AIDE

HOME LIGHTING AIDE

ACCESSORIES AIDE

FLORAL AIDE

SEWING SPECIALIST

DRAPERY AND SLIPCOVER
SEAMSTRESS AIDE

SECONDARY (ENTRY twEL POSITIONS)

- 15 -
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Possible learning experiences related to the career areas of

HOME FURNISHINGS, EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES.

Caue4 Otientation

* show students a line drawing of a room on an overhead projector. Students
would direct the teacher to do a variety of things tau the room to make it
more interesting and attractive i.e. add color, design, pictures, furniture
etc. Following this students discuss what are some of the characteristics
a person who would be involved in Home Furnishings, Equipment and Services
a career.

* invite a HERO student or a parent who is employed in a career related to
home furnishings to come to the classroom to discuss his or her job
with the class. If possible request that the individual bring slides of
work that he or she has done.

* using transparencies the students will divide into groups of 6 and
each group will decorate a line drawing of a room. The groups will
each present their room to the whole class and the class will discuss
the differences in feelings, ideas and appearence of the various rooms.

&toad Exptonation

* All students will collect and bring to class swatches of fabric and
interesting objects. Working in small groups they will develop a
display area in the room. An interior designer will be requested to
come in to help evaluate the various displays.

* A group of students could be responsible for a special display area
or bulletin board in the school. Students could evaluate each one
and discuss how all of the areas that they are currently studying in
school contribute to their ability to complete the project.

* Students could visit a drapery and slipcover department or store and
listen to a discussion of what persons in this career area do. They
could listen to directions on how to measure for draperies and could
measure for them in their own home.

In-Depth Exptonation

* following the study of home furnishings, equipment and services students
might simulate a real work experience by making and selling floral
arrangements during special seasons during the year. The project could
include the decision as to what to make, the plans on how to make them,
the supplies which would need to be purchased, the steps in completing
the projects and the actual packaging and selling of the arrangements.
By forming a business and dividing the jobs all of the students could
be involved in the project and could also gain realistic information
about the various jobs open to persons in one aspect of the home furnishings
career area.

* Additional experiences are presented in the Housing & Home Furnishings
Resource Guide available from the Home Economics Education Section.

- 16 -



INSTITUTIONAL AND HOME MANAGEMENT

AND SUPPORTING SERVICES BEST COPY n''' :..ABLE

09.0205

/HOME
CONOMIST

/
COUNSELORLOUNSELOR

DIETITIAN

EXECUTIVE HOUSE-
KEEPER

EDUCATIONAL AND
CONSUMER RELATIONS

DIRECTOR

HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR

SOCIAL WORKER

COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
;tiff .

CONSUMER
OCCUPATIONS

BUDGET

CONSULTANT

FAMILY DEBT
COUNSELOR

SUMER CONSULTAN

OME SERVICE REPRE-
SENTATIVE ASSISTANT

SHOPPING CONSULTANT

EDUCATIONAL AND CON-
SUMER RgLATIONS

NSULTANT

NSTITUTIONAL
AND HOME
OCCUPATIONS

DIETARY
ASSISTANT

DIETARY
TECHNICIAN

NURSE. R.N.
NURSE AIDE

(SEE HiALTH OCCU-
PATIONS)

82::::TIONS

ITV

TEACHER AIDE

INSTITUTIONAL HOUSE-
KEEPER

DIET KITCHEN SUPERVISOR

CASE WORKER
ASSISTANT

NUTRITIONIST
ASSISTANT

AMILY ASSISTANT

POST SECONDARY (Two-YEAR PROGRAM)

FAMILY DEBT COUNSELOR
AIDE

CONSUMER AIDE

HOME Sr "ICE REPRESEN-
.sTIVE AIDE

PERSONAL SHOPPER

DIETARY AIDE

FAMILY HEALTH ASSISTANT

HOUSEHOLD MANAGER

HOMEMAKER'S ASSISTANT

TEACHER AIDE

RESIDENTIAL AIDE

HOME-SCHOOL AIDE

CASE WORKER AIDE

NUTRITIONIST AIDE

RECREATION AIDE

CONSUMER AIDE

PERSONAL SHOPPER

ADULT (ONE-YEAR OR LESS TRAINING PROGRAM)

DIETARY AIDE

HOME COMPANION

HOME HEALTH AIDE

HOUSEKEEPER

INSTITUTIONAL TRAY PERSONNEL

TEACHER AIDE

NUTRITIONIST AIDE

RECREATION AIM

SECO Y (ENTRY LEVEL)
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BEST COP1 AVAILABLE

Possible learning experiences related to the career areas of

INSTITUTIONAL AND HOME MANAGEMENT "ND SUPPORTING SERVICES.

CaueA Otientatiol

* select an individual student to complete a "Shadow Study" of a school custodian
to find out about his or her job. The student would quietly observe all of
the jobs that the person completes during his job in the course of a day, or a
part of a day. The student would invite the custodian to visit the class some
day soon. When the custodian visits the class the student could introduce him
(her) and explain the jobs that the worker performs and how this work contri-
butes to the students welfare. The custodian might also be willing to answer
questions.

* invite d HERO student or a parent who is employed in a career related
to Institutional and Home Management to come to the classroom to discuss
his or her job with the class.

* students could consider all of the management tasks which need to be
done in their classroom and could divide the duties among the members
of the class. As they completed each of the tasks the students could
identify the characteristics and skills that a person employed in this
career area would need to have.

* students could plan an adaptation of the television program "Will the
real please stand up?" Utilizing A Job/Career Story of
FHA oirilii-TRYOrmation gathered on other career areas earlier in the
study the class could be divided into teams and each of three contestants
would be asked questions related to one of the career areas. When the
teams have each questioned the contestants they will vote. Each of the
contestants will represent a specific career area and must answer
truthfully the questions about her career area with a yes or no.

* have students identify various surfaces in the classroom which need
to be cleaned and find the possible agents for the best looking results.
They could compare costs and time to do the job also. Following the
investigations the class could make the results of the tests known to all
of the persons in the class.

In-Depth Exptoution

* following the study of institutional and home management students might
simulate a real work experience by deciding on a project in which they
would devote a Saturday to performing tasks related to this area for
pay in homes. The students would need to decide on plans so that they
would have the products that they needed to complete the tasks, would
need to advertise the services, would need to set a cost for the service
and would need to have an evaluation of the service. With the money
that is earned the students might spend the night at a hotel or motel
and interview the executive housekeeper and others in this area as
the particular place where they stay.

*Additional experiences are presented in the Consumer Education & Home
Management Resource Guide available from the Home Economics EducationSEM=

- 18 -



ARIZONA COURSE OF STUDY

Concepts pertinent to becoming an employable person, who is able to

interact successfully in society, focus on three major areas:

Area I: Orientation to the world of work

Area II: Management of resources and consumer
education for effective use on the job

and in the home.

Area III: Specific skills and knowledge related to

Home Economics Related Occuoations

While each area has specific, identifiable concepts the areas may be
woven together throughout the year (or years) to provide the student with the
necessary skills and concepts at the time they are most critically needed.

The availability of materials related to the "orientation to the world
of vork" made the development of materials for that area less pressing, at this
time. Some of the key topics and references currently being utilized by teachers
in this state were identified and developed in the form of a "Grid of General
Learnincs Related to the World of Work". The key topics are listed down the
left hand side of the Grid. Across the top of the Grid are the number "1" to
"13" which identify sources of available materials. Where the lines intersect
are the page numbers in each publication which relate to the topic.

The recent publication of the Arizona Resource Guide for Consumer
Education and Management, also made the development of materials 137711is area
less critical at this initial stage of curriculum development. The key topics
developed in the Guide include:

I. Decision Making Process

II. Personal Value Patterns and Life Styles

III. Money Management

IV. Use of Resources

V. Consumer Buying

VI. Consumer Credit

VII. Consumer Rights and Responsibilities

VIII. Financial Security.

The primary focus of this publication is On the development of
objectives, content and learning experiences related to AREA III: the

Frecific skills and knowledge related to Home Economics Related Occupations.

- 19 -
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FORMAT

A graphic representation of the format.of each curriculum section
is presented below:

are found on the left hand
side of the page

and are separated by a broken line from the content statements
which relate to the subject

The evaluation is an integral matter identified.
part of the objective statement.

are immediately below the
objectives and content.

**indicates experiences which will
be ongoing throughout the year.

are to be placed in the
space immediately below the
content statements. We hope
that this space, and the way
you use it, will facilitate
all future use of the guide.

You will note that within each of the content areas the pages have been
cut shorter that the topic is always immediately observable. We hope
this will help you to focus on the major topic regardless of the objective
or the subject matter being taught at a particular time.

The colors for each page are to coincide with the colors utilized
on the different career ladders. The colors are:

* green - - - Care and guidance of children
and the elderly and supporting
services

* blue - - - Clothing management, production and
services

* pink - - - Food management, production and
services

* orange - - - Home furnishings, equipment and
services

A yellow - - - Institutional and home management
and supporting services

In the beginning it had been our hone that each of the sections
would have specific objectives and content for each of the different
career areas. Due to the limited number of pages this was not possible
at this time. We sincerely hope that in the future this will be possible.
We know that with your help we wall achieve this objective.



In identifying learning experiences for this publication the
suggestions made by James D. Raths in an article entitled "Teaching Without
Specific Objectives" in the April 1971 Educational Leadership on pages 715 -
720 were utilized. Dr. Raths suggested that

ALL OTHER THINGS BEING EQUAL, ONE ACTIVITY IS MORE WORTHWHILE THAN ANOTHER
IF

1. ...it permits students to make informed choices in carrying out the
activities and to reflect on the consequences of their choices.

2. ...it assigns to students active roles in the learning situation
rather than passive ones.

3. ...it asks students to engage in inquiry into ideas, applications of
intellectual processes, or current problems, either personal or
social.

4. ...it involves students with reality.

5. ...completion of the activity may be accomplished successfully by
students It several different levels of ability.

6. ...it asks students to examine in a new setting an idea, an application
of an intellectual process, or a current problem which has been
previously studied.

7. ...it requires students to examine topics or issues that citizens in our
society do not normally examine -- and that are typically ignored by
the major communication media in the nation.

8. ...it involves students and faculty members in "risk" taking -- not a
risk of life or limb, but a risk of success or failure.

9. ...it requires students to rewrite, rehearse, and polish their initial
efforts.

10. ...it involves students in the application and mastery of meaningful
rules, standards, or disciplines.

11. .,.it gives students a chance to share the planning, the carrying out of
a plan, or the results of an activity with others.

12. ...it is relevant to the expressed purposes of the students.

In selecting and developing further learning experiences please measure
them against this list.

.23.



Star Your Students

Students in each of the career areas are learning

subject matter which they can teach to other students

in class. Why not plan for opportunities to STAR

your students as TEACHERS???

- 24 -



CONTENT SEQUENCE

Within the state of Arizona there will be a variety of possible
ways in which Home Economics Related Occupations programs may be developed.

For more information on the organization and administration of programs refer
to the publication Home Economics in Arizona Schools available from the
Hone Economics Service, Division of Career and Vocational Education, Department
of Education, Phoenix, Arizona.

In some schools students may be involved in d two year Home Economics
Related Occupations program. In other schools the program will be structured
in a one year time period. Regardless of the timing there are certain signi-
ficant decisions that must be made relating to the sequence of the content to
best meet the needs of the students in your school and within your community.
Sone of the most significant topics are identified on the attached labels.
The ()men labels signify world of work conceots. The red labels signify
the specific skills and knowledge related to Home Economics Related Occupations.
The yellow labels indicate concepts related to consumer education & management.

The sequence which you arrange will be an individual decision for your school.

Give careful consideration to the topics that are identified on the

attached labels. Considering your students' needs, your training stations,
the total school pruyram and other pertinent factors for your community
decide on the sequence of topics which will best meet your needs. When

you have decided on the order of importance of the different areas, roll

the backing from the labels and place them in the order in which you plan
to include them in your program. The first topics to be included in your

Program shoula appear at the top of the page. If yours is a two year
program start each year at the top of a column and label appropriately.

You will note that the sections of the guide are numbered so that
each section is self-contained and independent. You can rearrange the
sections of the guide so that they will coincide with the sequence of your
topics as you have identified them.

-25-
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Scope and Significance

Human Relations Skills

Communicatifts Skills

Competencies

Space and Equipment

Safety and Sanitation

Work Simplification

HERO Club
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Employment Prospects

Employment Applications

411

Employment Conditions

Employment Compensations
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Velletko LctIoejs

Decision Making Process

Personal Value Patterns & Life

Style

Money Management

Use of Resources

Consumer Buying

Consumer Credit

Consumer Rights & Responsibilities

Financial Security

Business Procedures

MINIMIND

Personal Characteristics
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Employment Progress

---Evaluation of Self as an Employee ---
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THE STUDENT:

is able to list the reasons within our /

society which support the need for the /

specific home economics career area in /

which he is involved.

As a society moves from a producing
society to a consuming society more
traditional home economics services
are provided outside of the home.

Forces converging to accelerate the
need for additional home economics
related services include:

- female employment
- family mobility
- urbanization
- single parent family
- technological advances (1)

Uti izing a description of early Arizona

residents (Appendix A) each individual will
compare the needs of those families with
those of his own. He will explain how his
family utilizes servicesiertinent to the home
economics occupations ar(he is studying. He
will identify reasons within our society which
support the changes in the need for and use of
these services.

Students participate in a future gazing
session in which they will try to project
into the future and consider what will be
the potential for home economics related
occupations. Future Shock is a good refer-
ence for this ie7ierexiice.

**Each individual will develop an Occu-Scope
in which he will trace the history and trends
of the particular area which he has selected
as his career goal. This will be only the
first section of the Occu-Scope. A possible
total outline for an Occu-Scope is presented
in Appendix B.

**Individually students will bring to class news
and magazine articles which provide information
about the scope and significance of their occu
pational interest. Each student will also try
to obtain information about current and future
trends related to the occupational area.

**Students will examine professional magazines &
trade journals to identify current and future
development related to their career interests.
These publications are often available at the
training stations.

*1

(1) White House Conference on Children, p. 273. (Complete reference in bibliography.)



is able to list various types of
establishments and the kinds of
service the establishments provide

in his career interest area.

Home Economics Related Occupations
offer a wide variety of services and
establishments in each area. A partial

listing might include:

- Child Care: public & private nursery
schools, elementary schools, hospitals

- Clothin : department stores, dry
c can ng establishments, launderettes

- Food: hotels & motels, restaurants,
hospitals, nursing homes, caterers

- Home Furnishings: department stores,
interior design studios, etc.

- Institutional & Home Management:
hotels motes, osp to sec.

Each student wil develop a Career Tree
for his or her occupational area based
upon the availaale references and the
knowledge of the student. Appendix *C
is an example of one done for the
Hospitality Industry.

Utilizing the yellow pages of the phone
book, the students will identify specific
examples of each of the types of service
available in their own community.

Each student will complete and analyze
a chart indicating the similarities
and differences between the various
types of establishments as to

- services offered
- management structure etc.

**Each student will make a poster or bulletin
board providing fellow students with basic
information about the establishment
employing him and his job. (These posters
will be a valuable aid in community presenta-
tions and future recruitment.)



is able to explain the home economics /

related occupations ladder and lattices /

for his specific area.

Career ladders suggest progressive
horizontal steps in a given profession
from entry level to more skilled
positions.

Career lattices suggest progression in
a vertical direction frcl one career
emphasis to another whi'.n may hold
greater interest and challenge for an
individual.

Teacher will give an illustrated lecture on
the major characteristics of career ladders
and lattices. For further identification on
home economics career ladders and potential
lattices see pages earlier in this framework.

Utilizing the local newspaper want-ads an
individual will list the types of employment
available within his career interest area.

Using the Occupational Handbook and other
resources students will find the appropriate
title and job description for each type of
employment requested in the want-ads.
Individuals will compare the job titles in
relation to the tasks to be performed and
the level of education expected of a person
in the defined position.

Students will interview persons in nis area
to see if they progressed up a career ladder
or across a career lattice. A biography of
a person in the student's career interest
area may also provide similar information.

**Students will be provided opportunities through-
out the year to discuss their experiences on
the job. These opportunities will allow all
students to become acquainted with the various
opportunities available in home economics
related occupations.

if;y )



THE STUDENT:

is able to verbalize the relationship
between the personal qualities required /
in the area of his occupational choice /
to his probable success in the position. /

Students will ut ize the characteristics
identified in Appendix *D to do a Q sort
indicating the characteristics they want
most to find in an employment situation.

Now students will do a second Q sort on
the characteristics needed by persons in
their current jobs and will compare and
consider the commonalities and differences.

Personal qualities necessary fir
employment in defined occupational
areas are related to education,
physical requirements, grooming,
technical competence, personality
and character-

Students will make a large HERO Daisy. In

the center of the daisy they will write
those personal qualities which are related
to all home economics related occupational
fields. The daisy will have 5 petals and
on each petal the special qualities required
by each of the occupational areas will be
identified.

**Each student will interview an experienced
worker to identify characteristics he
believes to be important for an employee
in his occupational area. He will also
interview someone in a higher step of the
career ladder. Any new characteristics
will be added to the list.



THE STUDENT:

writes a plan for advancement to
attain a selected career goal.

/ Selection of a definite career goal

/ and implementing action for its attainment
will allow an individual to incorporate
new experiences and educational oppor-
tunities in his progress toward his
selected career oal.

Each student will find appropriate
information about the benefits of
additional education and/or training
for his career interest.

**The individual will state a specific goal
and will develop a written plan to indicate
his intended advancement toward his goal.
The student will collect the appropriate
information relative to his future
education and/or experiences.

The student will present his proposed plan
to the coordinator and the employer so
additional counseling can be done if
necessary. (Also appropriate reinforce-
ment.)

**Each student will do a complete job
description and will illustrate with
pictures of himself engaged in different

job phases. (These are very valuable
aids in recruitment and community
presentations etc.)



SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF OCCUPATIONAL AREA

REFERENCES

Chia Cate . White House Conference on Children. Washington, D.C.:
-----gperintendent of Documents, 1971. $4.75

Ctothing McDermott, Irene and Norris, Jeanne. Opportunities in
Clothing. Peoria, Illinois: Charles A. uennett Company, Inc.,
19a.

Food U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. Training
Food Service Personnel for the Hospitality Industry.
14ashington, D. C.: Superintendent of Documents, 1969. 65t

Almarode, Richard L. Developing A Hospitality Program in
High Schools. Washington, D. C.: Council on Hotel,
Restaurant Institutional Education, 1970.

Home Fultni4hings Lewis, Dora S., Burns, Jean O., Segner, Esther F.
Housing and Home Management. New York: Macmillan
'Company, i .

American Hotel and Motel Association. Career 0 ortunities
in Hotel-Motel Management and Household mp oyment. New York:

American Hotel and otei Association, Educational Institute,
221 West 57th Street, New York, New York.

InotAlutionat and
Home Management

GENERAL REFERENCES

Economics Research Department, Valley Natiqnal Bank. Arizona Statistical Review.
Phoenix, Arizona (85001): Valley National Bank, 141 N. Central Avenue.

Employment Security Commission of Arizona, Arizona State Employment Service.
Publications on Careers. Phoenix, Arizona (85007): Arizona State
Employment Service, 1717 W. Jefferson Street.

Toffler, Alvin. Future Shock. New York: Bantam Books, 1970.

U. S. Department of Labor. Occupational Outlook Handbook 1972-73 Edition.
Washiagton, D. C.: Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing
Office, 1972. $6.25.

Trade Journals and Professional Magazines as they are available to you
through request to the publisher or sharing by employers.



They filtered down

in small groups from the frozen

north, migrating barbarians

clod in animal skins and

armed with powerful bows

strung with sinew.
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TRucli B Es
Anthropologists agree

that these Athapascan Indians

came into America by way

of the land bridge then

connecting our continent with Asia.

It is assumed that parties

of hunters followed game

animals into Alaska, and

through the centuries

drifted into British Columbia

and on into our New Mexican

territory where they took

possession of the land and

became known as the

-dr Dine: or Navajos.

Their trek was not a continuous journey and
they did not travel in large numbers since they
were hunters and were compelled to live off
the land through which they passed. Sometimes
they stopped for centuries where hunting was
easy and enemies few. They married native
women, absorbed smaller tribes, learned to
plant beans and corn, and when drought or
more aggressive Indians threatened they moved
on always southward.

When they reached what is now western
United States the travelers separated into two
parties. More warlike member* kept well to
the mountains and ended up Arizona Apaches.

The Dine traveled the slopes and highlands
until they came to the fertile valley of the San
Juan River, home of an ancient Pueblo people.
Here they found a readymade world awaiting
them with all the pioneering done by the tribe
living there.

The Pueblos wore clothing of their own
weaving from cotton they cultivated, and in
their fields they grew a deeprooted corn with
flinty grains which they pounded into meal for
boiling in pottery cooking vessels or baking as
bread on hot rocks. The; grew beans, melons
and squash, and knew how to dry and preserve
any surplus food for a time of need. They
carried water with them on long hunts in woven
bottles plastered with pine gum, and they made
sandals of skins and woven grass.

en ,.__ I a
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Their houses were of rock with straight sides,
ad around them they had walls of stone to
repel hostile neighbors. All work in the fields
and house building was shared, and all the
ripened crops were equally divided. Their life
was entirely communal. The women made base
kets of reeds and willow for food storage, and
both men and women prepared the cotton fibers
for weaving. They had joyous pleasure in serv-
ing their gods of nature and spent many hours
dancing and singing to please them.

These Pueblos must have been bewildered
by the barbaric newcomers, but there is no
record of discord between the two tribes. They
marveled at the cleansing steam baths taken in
small rounded houses, much like the rude shel
ters the visitors built and called hogans. Every
Navajo hunter had as many wives as he could
feed, because a lone woman was useless to the
tribe. Many of the wives were sisters for prac
deal reasons; they quarreled less and the hus
band had fewer mothers-in-law to dodge,
angther custom from Asia. They learned to
weave and make cooking pots. They planted
and raised food, and ruins are found of their
crude hogans built close to the stone houses on
mesas all protected from raiding Utes by
surrounding stone walls.

While the Navajos lived with the Pueblos
in Old Navajo land they watched their religious
ceremonies and patterned a fearful creed of their
owns All of their powers are harmful forces,
ready to destroy with witchcraft any luckless
Navajo that displeases them. They have many
superstitions regarding tears and coyotes, and
an owl is poison to a nighttraveling Dine. All
of their rites are slanted toward appeasement
and outwitting the evil around them. Yet their
songs are of beauty, and the ['louse Blessing
ceremony is beautiful to see and hear.

Medicine Men. trained in sleight of hand,
psychology, and the value of native herbs and
plants, spend their lives learning healing songs
and the intricate ceremonials which comprise
Navajo religion. The Nine Day Sing with
Squaw Dance or Enemy Way is the one most
commonly seen by whites. The Mountain
Chant, Sand Paintings and the Fire Dance,
beginning with the magic growth of corn, are
all part of the tricks in trade of a good Singer.
Terror of death and of a dead body are uni-
v1.11 with the Navajos, and if the unfon.nate
patient isn't carried out to die alone away from

AtIOUST 1968
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Saga of the Navajos

from the early times

through the

bitter horrors of

the Long Walk

and then Peace .
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the hogan, the structure and its contents must
be destroyed. Privacy and personal dignity are
cardinal requirements of the Navajo Nation.

There is little known as to why or when the
Pueblo deserted Old Navajoland and moved
eastward to the Rio Grande Valley where there
were dozens of other Pueblo tribes. After they
left, the Dine stayed pretty well within its
hounds, hunting, farming and multiplying.

That was the way it was in the Southwest
when the Spanish conquistadores swept up from
Mexico in search of treasure. Their motto was
"Gold, God and Spain" with emphasis on gold.
Coronado, misled by his spies, believed that
Zuni Pueblo was one of the seven lost cities
of Cibola, and his search was thorough. He
enslaved each Indian tribe en route, demanding
of them to lead him to the golden cities. With
shattered dreams, he pushed on to the Rio
Grande Pueblos where again he found only
earthen dwellings and hardworking Indians
farming for a livelihood. The people were ter
rifled by the strange animals carrying men on
their backs, and they brought out all their
stored food, woven cloth and deerskins for the
Spaniards. Coronado, disappointed in his
search, went back to Mexico and to disgrace.
He took the horses with him, and for fifty years
only tales of the magic animals were heard by
younger generations.

Then Onate, the Colonizer, returned to take
complete charge of the Rio Grande Valley and
its inhabitants. He brought with him hundreds
of Mexican families to develop ranches, great
flocks of sheep and goats. and hundreds of the
fabulous horses the older Indians talked about.
These animals were a crossbred Arab and
Moorish Barb stock, strong, swift and wiry,
and bred to withstand desert conditions. Their
saddles were heavy with silver disks, the bridles
gleamed with silver, and only owners were
allowed to mount them. Indians were trained

ARIZONA HIGHWAYS

BY DAMA LANGLEY

to feed, brush and care for them, but it
death if a Pueblo should be found in the sa

With Onate came church men wearing I
robes with heavy crosses on their breasts. It w
their duty to convert the savage people to t
true religion as practiced by the royal family
Spain. All native ceremonies were supp
and death came to any Indian that worsh
native gods. Tongues that would not mouth
catechism were torn out, and hands that to
to make the sign of the cross were sever
Women and children carried rocks and clay
build the churches the longrobed mast.
wanted, while their menfolk labored in
fields to raise the levy placed on them.

Fields of beans and chili were planted a

cotton from the Nile, along with indigo f
dyes. These must be tended by the worn
when their other work was done. The Ms
cans built outdoor ovens shaped like Span
beehives and Pueblo women baked huge Ion
of fragrant bread after the wheat had be
beaten into flour. But none of the bread w
given to the workers. The Indians were hun
terrified and angry. Their wives and daugh
were objects of abuse by soldiers, and th
small children were kept busy learning to
words to praise a Spanish God.

While the Pueblos worked and starved, th
untamed neighbors moved hogans within
ning distance of the towns. Hidden in
canyons the hogans began to harbor vol
clothing ,trimmed with silver, and the Spa
ranchers, stripped of mounts and garments, w
left dead from mow wounds. The Dons nev
saw the strange Indians they heard about, b
night and day observing eyes were on eve
move made in the settlements. The Naval
were fascinated by animals on which man c
sit. T I.Py were too sly to enter corrals who
thu horses were kept. Spanish owners, rid
out to view the crops, were easy prey.



APPENDIX n

OUTLINE FOR OCCU-SCOPE

Answers to the following questions will give you a clearer idea as to the scope of
the occupation you are considering as a career.

I. What is the history of this occupation?

A. When was the service first performed?
B. Who was involved in the occupation in the early days?
C. Where was the service first performed?
D. What are the major changes in the occupations through history?

II. How is the occupation used by society?

A. What need or want does the product of this work meet?
B. What would be the effects of doing without the services of workers

in this occupation?
C. About how many workers in the United States are employed in this

career?

III. What are the working conditions for this occupation?

What are the hours of work?
B. What is the past history of the occupation as to layoffs and

periods of high unemployment?
C. What are the future prospects of the occupation as to whether

there will continue to he a need for the service or product?
O. What characteristics of the working conditions and surroundings

make the occupation particularly pleasant?
E. What kinds of working relationships will the worker be involved

in on the job? (Working alone, in groups etc.)
F. What are the fringe benefits (vacations, health insurance, uniforms,

recreation, profit sharing, pensions)

IV. What education or training is needed for this occupation?

A. What level of education is needed for entry onto the career ladder --
elementary, junior high, senior high or cellege?

B. Is apprenticeship or trade school training necessary? If so -- what
kind and how long?

C. What schools, if any, offer the special training needed?
D. How much will the education and/or training cost?
E. What advancements are available to a person in this occupation?
F. What are the necessary requirements for advancement on the Career Ladder?

V. What personal qualifications are needed for the occupation?

A. Are any special aptitudes needed -- for example maoipulative skills for
cutting or sewing fabrics, balance for serving, a liking for children or
the elderly, or a flair with foods?

B. Are there any particular physical requirements, such as good physical
stamina or strength, good eyesight, a certain height or weight?



VI. What does the employee do in this occupation?

A. What are the three most significant activities that the employee
does during a day?

B. What are the three most signficant activities that the employee
completes during a month?

C. How do his duties change from day to day, or how do they change at
different seasons of the year?

VII. What does an employee earn for his work?

A. What are the average yearly earnings of employees in this occupation?
B. What is the starting pay?
C. What is the top level pay?
D. What fringe benefits add to the pay?

VIII. What are the opportunities for advancement in this occupation?

A. What are the top level positions in this occupation?
B. What is the relationship between the number of persons in the

field and the number of job opportunities currently available?

IX. How are workers organized?

A. What are the characteristics of organizations to which the worker
can belong?

B. What are the benefits to workers of belonging to the organizations?
C. What are the purposes of the organizations?
D. What are the requirements for membership?

X. What are the advantages and disadvantages of this occupation?

A. Finally, now that you have studied the occupation what are the advantages
of this occupation for you as an individual?

B. What are the disadvantages of this occupation for you as an individual?

XI. What were your sources of information for this occu-scope?

A. What pamphlets and publications did you use in compiling this occu-scope?
3. Who are the people that you consulted in developing this occu-scope?

XII. Other pieces of information which I found that didn't seem to relate to any
of the above questions, but which I thought were important are:
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APPENDIX *D

Cut the items on this page into seperate pieces and then place each item in a
group that (1) you want in a job, (2) ok to have in job, (3) don't want in job.

Work where major decisions
are made by someone else.

Work where I make some
decisions.

Work in which no decisions
are necessary.

Work where I could have a
variety of activities.

Work where I could have only
one or two main activities.

Work for which I am trained
for one skill.

Work in which I manage my
own time and energy.

Work in which there is
pressure to meet deadlines.

Work that is scheduled by
customer demand.

Work that demands imagination Work in which you add some
and resourcefulness. of your own ideas.

Work where you do exactly
what you are told to do.

Work where you are Work where you are associated
associated with adults. with children and adults.

Work where you are associat
with adults.

Work in which specific Work where neat dress is
uniforms are required. required.

Work where type of dress do
not matter.

Work that allows opportun- Work that you do only part
ity for overtime. time.

Work that is definately a
specified number of hours
per week.

Work in which I must keep
up-to-date on new products.

Work in which I may sometimes
need to up-date my skills.

Work where I can continue
to do the same thing over a
period of time - no up-date
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THE STUDENT:

is able to list and demonstrate in role /

playing or on the job attitudes, personal /
qualities, and behavior patterns which /

contribute to effective human
relationships.

#1

Human relations can be facilitated
when an employee

- works as a member of a team
- respects the property, privacy

and time of others
- shows consideration of others.

Each individual will identify the attitudinal
differences between a consumer and an employee
as each enters an establishment. Examples might
include differences between when:

- buying and selling fabric
- taking a child to center and accepting
a child at the center.

(Students might want to utilize the 2 chair
technique where they have a dialogue with
themselves by simply moving from one chair
to another and changing roles as they do.)

Students will listen to the record "I Did
It My Way" and will discuss the effects on
a business if everyone did everything their
own way. Cite examples of when there are
advantages to doing things the individual's
way and when there are disadvantages.

Each student will cite at leant one example
of two or more persons who were not working
together as a team. What were the results?
Who could have helped them cooperate to do
a better job? How could you have helped?

Complete the crossword puzzle found in
Appendix #A -- "On the Way to Work".

Have a bulletin board on "How Human Are
Your Relationships?" in Appendix #B.

**Individual students will react to a series
of critical incidents related to "RIGHTS
AT WORK." An example might be:

[Jane overhears two of the waitresses
discussing another waitress because
they don't think she is putting her
tips into the common collection for
division later as she is supposed to
do. Jane thinks that she is.]

(The incidents may have been collected from
the students' weekly report forms.)



THE STUDENT:

will use human relations factors
involved in serving his customers
as evidenced by role playing and/or
performance on the job.

#2

Human relations factors in serving
customer:, relate to:

- accepting each customer as a
unique individual

- considering possible personality
variables -- physical differences

temperament & intelligence
disposition & behavior
habits
acquired attitudes, beliefs
& prejudices

- considering possible age & physical
differences

- having empathy and consideration for
the customer.

Each student will be provided with a
"Picture People to Please" device. The
device has a picture of a customer on the
top of the page. Each student will write
on the bottom of the page ways that he
might perform the job to help insure
customer satisfaction. Students will show
their picture people to the other members
of the class and read their answers. One
student could be at the board to categorize
the suggestions in relation to human
relations factors.

**Each student will record examples of human
relation factors encountered on the job.
(This could show on the weekly reports.)
These could also be recorded onto a tape
by studenti.

Students will discuss these examples with
coordinator during conference period.



THE STUDENT:

understands and follows ethical practices /

in his relationships as evidenced by
response to case studies and performance /

on the job.

A panel composed of business men and the
clergy will have a discussion on ethics.
Students will be encouraged to ask
questions related to the topic.

ON THE SPOT - --

ON THE JOB:::

Develop brief situations related to:

not applying correct or complete
procedures

downgrading of other persons
not giving top performance
gossip
excessive tardivwft
calling in sick when not
giving out misinformation
stealing

- time
- goods

Respond to the following written memo

To: A. Stu

From. Fellow Stu

I hear that they finally canned the old
windbag that was our manager at work.
What did you find out when you were at
work today?

HOW WOULD YOU RESPOND?

#3

Ethical practices relate to
- dependability & discretion

in confidential matters
- recognition of channels of

authority
- evidence of responsible

attitude toward work

( 0



HUMAN RELATIONS

References

Chapman, Elwood N. Your Attitude Is Showing. Chicago, Illinois: Science
Research Associates, rnc., 1964.

in the World of Work.
Publishing Company, 1970.

Psychology For Living. Manchester,

Kimbrell, Grady and Vineyard, Ben S. Succeeding
Bloomington, Illinois: McKnight & McKnight

Sorenson, Marguerite M. and Forehand, Garlie A.
Mo.: Webster/McGraw-Hill, 1970.

Available on loan from the Home Economics Education Section of the State
Department of Vocational Education:

Illustrated Fiction Stories -- 4 pages each from

Anderson, Anton, Corman, Slater, and Kipniss. World of Work: Readings
in Interpersonal Relationships, Manchester, Mo.: Webster/McGraw-Hill,
1970.

The 19 stories in section II: Keeping the Job are
particularly appropriate to Human Relations.

Filmstrips and accompanying records

Guidance Associates of Pleasantville, New York - --

Job Attitudes:

Why Work at All?, 10 minutes

Trouble at Work, Parts I (8 min.), II (5 min.),
fII (6 min.), IV (5 min.)

Liking Your Job and Your Life, Parts I (9 min.),
II (7 min.), III (8 min.), IV (7 min.)

A Job That Goes Some Place, Part I & II



APPENDIX #A

CROSSWORD PUZZLE --

ACROSS

1. Sue returned a $10 bill which she
found in the employees' lounge- to
the asxistant manager. She des.
played this characteristic:

3. One should never begin a job as an
overly beaver, but progress
at a steady rate.

5. One should display a certain level
of or eagerness about his
work at all times.

9. The you possess may be
either positive or negative: which.
ever it is. it is always showing. as
it is displayed through your
actions.

11. If you are under 18 years of age

A

ON THE WAY TO WORK

and wish to get a job, you must
obtain special permission called a
student work

13. unions are an important
type of protection for the
employee.

11. A quality which shows a sense of
devotion to duty:

15. On a job _. the inverviewer
should be the one to ask the que:7-
thins and lead the conversation.

16. . is important on any job, as
it helps to enliven even the gloom-
iest of days.

17. It is very important to be able to

1

follow if you expect to
succeed in any job.

19. If you are looking for a job, the
"help wanted" _____ can be very
useful.

20. Good on the job is essen-
tial. This includes hair. clothes
and skin.

21. In order to gain on the
job, one must not only possess
certain qualities but must be able
to demonstrate these qualities.

DOWN

1. Poor personal are pro.
jected in person's work, and one
should try to improve or change
them.

2. A very important quality for any
job: if one possesses he is
always there when he is needed.

4. One who is trustworthy and from
whom satisfactory performance
may be expected is said to be

6. A certain skill very helpful in deal-
ing with difficult or delicate situa-
tions: by using _, one can
avoid giving offense.

7. Unconfirmed gossip:
S. One of the deductions which is

substracted from your total wages
goes toward Social _

10. In filling out an for work,
one should always be neat, accu-
rate and honest.

12. In any job, human are im-
portant if you are going to get
along with your employer and co.
workm.

14. Each employee should be aware
of the labor of his state
and the effect they have on him.

18. Having or showing good manners
toward others on the job is of
utmost importance. This act is

called

Reproduced by special permission from the January 1971

issue of , Copyright (C) 1971

Dun-Donne ey Publishing Corporation.



APPENDIX fB

HOW HUMAN ARE YOUR RELATIONSHIPS???????

Are you involved in MONKEY
business when you could be
helping someone else???

Are you a BEAR when asked to
help someone else?

DOES CONSTANT TALKING SLOW
YOU DOWN??????

gib

S

I

Do you hop from job to job ? ?: Are you an ELEPHANT who can
remember after being told
something once???
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THE STUDENT:

is able to identify and follow the /

established procedures, policies, /

and forms at the training station /

as evidenced by observed behavior /

at the training station.

Becoming acquainted with the training
center, its policies, procedures and
forms contributes to team work and
effective communications.

Each student will listen carefully
to the comments made by the employer
during the early days at the training
station. He will keep all written
policies, procedures, and forms in
appropriately labeled files for
easy references.

Each student will complete and analyze
a fact sheet (Appendix %A) entitled "Do

You Know??? which asks questions related
to the student's place of work. This is

best completed during the first week that
the individual is on the job.

Students in the career area will
interview workers in a variety of
employment situations similar to theirs
and collect as many examples of forms
and statements of procedures and policies
as possible. Students will work together
to classify the various pieces of
information relative to being NICE or
being NECESSARY.

Students study forms for:
- how to complete
- value, importance, or contribution

to the operation of the facility.

**Each student will prepare a "check-off"
list" of information needed by a person
in a new training station. Also some
general procedures and policies that
a new person should be particularly aware
of.

%I

t (



THE STUDENT:

identifies and will be able to define / Communication is facilitated when
in writing the terminology related to / all persons understand and utilize
his training station. / the same basic terminology.

At the training station student will record
all of the new terminology which pertains to
the job and write definitions and/or uses of
these terms.

Students review trade journals to identify
additional terms utilized. These terms will
be checked with another person at the training
station to identify how often they are used
and if the meaning is correct.

Each student will visit other similar
establishments and will compare terminology
used in the different establishments.

**During the year each individual student
will develop a crossword puzzle using the
terms which relate to his training station.

%2

, tlf



THE STUDENT:

demonstrates, by responding to unexpected /

written memo, his ability to utilize /

appropriate techniques to be certain he /

has a clear understanding of the task /

to be completed. - /

%3

Good working relationships with those
persons for whom they work are pro-
moted when employee understands that
is expected by

- listening carefully to instructions

- asking questions to clarify points
about which they are not clear

- carrying out as quickly as

possible.

Have students read about the six blind men
(Appendix %B) and then have each student cite
examples of when this might have happened

on the job. What were the results?

Student will respond to a written memo within

his career area. Example:

To: A. Stu

From: Manager

Immediately upon arriving at work this
morning will you please clean and fill

the pastry tubes.

1

You have absolutely no idea what they are to
be filled with or how to clean the tubes.
What would you do? Discuss the answer with at
least one other person in your group.

The underlined sentences could relate to the
career interest area of the student and so would
be individualized.



COMMUNICATIONS
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APPENDIX %A

ABOUT THE BUSINESS
WHICH EMPLOYS YOU .

ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION
OF THE EMPLOYEES . . . .

ABOUT YOUR EMPLOYMENT
SITUATION

Name of firm

Address

Phone

Primary product or service of the firm. . .

Name of the top person in the firm

Number of persons employed by the firm

List the most important jobs in the firm

Name of the person that hired you

Name of your immediate supervisor

On an attached page list your most important tasks on
the job.



DA YOU KNOW ABOUT ???

GETTING READY
FOR WORK

GETTIMG TO WORK . .

BEING AT WORK .

List special regulations about dress & grooming that
you are to follow at work . . .

Are you to wear a uniform? Who is to pay for

the uniform? What is the procedure for

cleaning the uniforms?

Indicate how you will get to and from the training
station . . .

List the specific regulations about where you are to
park your car

Indicate the specific procedure you are to follow
as you check-in for work

Do you have scheduled rest breaks? If you do

when are they scheduled and for how long .

How were the firms special regulations and rules
presented to you?

Where may the written regulations of the firm be
found?

At what phone number may you be reached?

What limitations are placed on the use of phones for
personal calls?

Indicate the specific procedure to follow if you are
going to be unable to be at work on any given day.

Indicate the specific procedure to follow in check-out
at work. .



DO YOU KNOW ABOUT ???

YOUR SALARY . . .

YOUR WORK SCHEDULE

List the forms that you must complete to receive
your salary . . .

W-4 Employee's Witholding Tax

(Place an X by each one you have already completed.)

How do you record the hours that you have worked?

What is your rate of pay?

On what dates do you receive your salary?

Put an X by each of the deduction! below which will
be taken from your salary. Below each one identity
in one sentence why each is being, witheld.

IMI

Federal Income Tax, or Witholding Tax (F.I.T.)

Social Security Tax (F./.C.A.)

State Income Tax

City Income Tax

Others

Indicate specific company holidays

Find out if your employer will request that you work
during school holidays?



DO YOU KNOW ABOUT ???

YOUR WORK SCHEDULE

(continued)

SAFETY

Indicate in the schedule below your work schedule

TIME TOTAL DAILY

Mon.

Tue.

Wed,

Thur.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun,

START STOP HOURS

=1/=.1.10.

Total Weekly Hours

Name of person in your firm responsible for safety

Location of health room and/or first-aid supplies

Indicate the procedure to report all accidents

List the dangerous processes and/or equipment in your
work area

Indicate special safety regulations that your firm
has provided.

What is the first-aid procedure in your firm?

What medical service does your firm provide?

What do you do in case of fire? Include information
about where the nearest fisextinguisher, alarm and
telephone are.



APPENDIX %B

PARABLE OF THE BLIND MEN

AND THE ELEPHANT

It was six men of Indostan
To learning much inclined,

Who went to see the Elephant
(Though all of them were blind),

That each by observation
Might satisfy his mind.

The First approached the Elephant,/ And happening to fall
Against his broad and sturdy side,/ At once began to bawl:

"God bless me! but the Elephant? Is very like a walls"

The Second, feeling of the tusk,/ Cried, "Ho! what have we here
So very round and smooth and sharp?? To me 'tis very clear

This wonder of an Elephant? Is very like a spear!"

The Third appwched the animal,/ And, happening to take
The squirming trunk within his hands/ Thus boldly up he spake:

"I see," quoth he, "the Elephant is very like a snake!"

The Fourth reached out an eager hand, And felt about the knee:
"What most this wondrous beast is like is very plain," quoth he;

"Tis clear encugh the Elephant is very like a tree!"

The Fifth, who chanced to touch the ear,/ Said; "E'en the
blindest man can tell what this resembles most;/

Deny the fact who can,/ This marvel of an Elephant/
Is very like a fan!"

The Sixth no sooner had begun/ About the beast to grope
Than, seizing on the swinging tail/ That fell within his scope.

"I see," quoth he, "the Elephant is very like a rope:"

And so these men of Indostan/ Disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion? Exceeding stiff and strong.

Though each was partly in the right,/ They all were in the wrong:
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THE STUDENT:

BEST CON fi,u;i11AULE

is able to identify the developmental /

growth areas of a child through remarks /

made on a tape recorder about case
studies and/or performance on the job. /

C.D. +1

Children experience growth in the areas
of

- emotional
- intellectual
- physical

- social
development which is the basis for plans
and programs of a child care center.

Students will review basic resources to
obtain information about the developmental
growth areas of a child.

Pictures will be selftted by students to
illustrate each of the developmental growth
areas for children. Identify specific ways
in which the developmental area may be
fostered. (If it is difficult to find
pictures in magellnes there are usually
coloring books that have some excellent
Illustrations.)

Each tudent will interview, either in or
1.c.out o. class, a mother and have her describe

how her gild has developed socially,
emotionally, physically and /wt' intellectually
since he entered the child care ceiter. (If

possible view pictures and/or slides of the
child.)

Students will present i situation which
happened ea a training station and role
play alternative procedures which could have
been utilized to help meet the needs of
the child depending on if the needs were
social, emotional, intellectual or physical.
(Putting these case situations in a card
file will provide readily available materials
for next year.)

**The student will identify two children in his

training station and make observational notes
on the social, emotional, intellectual and
physical development of these children. He
will cite specific procedures which he utilizes

to maximize the development of these children
in his job.

LOMM:
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THE STUDENT:

BEST rOPY P" 11 MAE

is able to utilize positive guidance and / The use of positive guidance and
reinforcement in simulated situations and/ / reinforcement by child care workers is
or on the job. / conducive to

- cooperation & learning of the child
- development of a healthy self concept

of the child
- satisfaction of the parents (customers)
- continued employment by employer

Positive guidance and reinforcement
includes:

- setting clear limits
- enforcir7 limits consistently

Each student will review basic available
resources for principles related to the
use of positive guidance and reinforcement
techniques. Each student will identify
specific situations in which the principles
could have been applied from her work
activities at the training station.

Students will find copies of Dennis the
Menace or Peanuts cartoons and identify
positive techniques which a child care
worker could employ with the children to
solve the problems. All students in the
career interest groups could discuss various
ways that they might handle the situations.
Criteria for evaluation of the various
techniques would relate to the development
of the child, satisfaction of the parents
and feasibility within a child care center.

Students will interview an employer to
identify techniques the employer requests
that his employees utilize in particular
situations. Each student will discuss the
differences and similarities discovered in
the interviews with other members of his
career interest group. Categorize the
principles in relation to the benefits for

- the child
- the parent (customer)
- the employee

- the employer

**The student will identify examples of the
application of positive guidance and

reinforcement by child care workers. He
will cite sittions in which he could
have applied .1rilar techniques.

( C ,AMf N 1 :)



THE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVIIIABLE

is able to design developmental learning /

experiences for use with children in the /

child care center as evidenced by written /

plans and/or performance on the Job.

There are a variety of learning experiences
which contribute to the development of
children

- arts and crafts
- books

- dramatics
- games

- music
- nature
- science.

Each type of learning experience has
characteristics which willneed to be
considered for successful development.

Students will review basic resources related
to the various learning activities in which
a child may be involved.

Each student will keep, a list of the
activities which are utilized in the child
care center for a one week period. Categorize
the activities in relation to the
- involvement of the child
- type of development promoted
- equipment required
- time required

Each student will interview a.child who
attends a child care center to identify the
experiences the child remembers. Students
will hypothesize why the child remembers the
particular activities that he does.

Each student will select an area of interest
(art, music, science etc.) and identify the
characteristics of learning experiences
appropriate for the different age levels. He
will give a report to the career interest group
illustrating the points with real materials.

A person with special competencies related to
one of the areas (art, music etc.) will be
interviewed by a student. The interview may
be in person or taped so that the specific
techniques suggested by the person can be
shared with other members of the career
interest group.

**Each student will develop a card file of
suggestions for learning experiences for
future work with children.



THE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVAILABLE
C.D. +4

is able to evaluate the phyeal / When a person is responsible for children

environment in relation to possible / he is alert to possible health and safety
health and safety hazards / hazards.

When children do have accidents, quick and
appropriate treatment can minimize the ill
effects of the accident.

A

Students will review the section on child
safety in the Arizona Curriculum Guide for
Child Development.

The student will interview the person who is
in charge of safety at the child care center
and learn the exact procedures that are to be
followed for the center in case of an emergency.

The student will obtain the state laws which
relate to the care of the child. Read the laws

carefully and make suggestions as to how the
laws can guide him to be a more effective child
care worker.

Students will periodically be involved during
the course, in unannounced mock accidents to
test their speed and response in reacting to
emergencies. A student panel will evaluate
the effectiveness of their actions in the
situation.

The students will consult statistics about
the most frequent causes of children's
accidents. Each student will collect
newspaper clippings about children's
accidents in the area. All accidents will
be categorized in relation to cause

- characteristics of, child

- characteristics of person caring

for child
- characteristics of physical

environment.

**Each student will be continually alert
to potential dangers to the safety of a
child at the training station. He will

develop a plan to accident proof the
training station.

( )1. A iy



THE STUDENT:
UST COPY AVAILABLE

is able to plan, prepare and serve
attractive and nutritious foods which /

are economical in relation to time and /

money costs on the job.

Students will review
.information relative

- food preferences
- nutrition
- establishment of

Foods served to children in a child care
center need to meet basic requirements
related to

- appeal to child
- nutrition
- economy

basic resources for
to
of the growing child

good eating habits

Students will observe at their training
station for a week, listing all of the
foods served. They will categorize the
foods as to

- preference by children
- time to prepare
- nutritive value
- cost
- appeal

Students will have children serve as a
taste panel to note reactions the
individual children have to difference
in sizes, colors, tastes, and textures
of food.

Each student will plan menus for a week
at his training station. He will compare
difference in relation to

- nutritive value
- personnel, equipment & maintenance

required

- cost



THE STUDENT:

BEST COPY AVIILABLE

is able to identify the basic needs of
the elderly as evidenced by remarks made /

on a tape recorder about case studies
and/or performance on the job.

+1

The elderly are able to move toward
their full potential as programs are
provided to help them meet their basic
needs

- emotional
- intellectual
- physical
- social

Students will review basic resources to
obtain information about the basic
needs of the elderly.

Pictures will be selected by students to
illustrate each of the basic needs which
the elderly must have met. Besides each
picture the student will identify specific
ways in which the need might be met at
his or her training station. Students
will discuss the pictures and the
answers in a group composed of others in
their career interest area.

Student will interview a professional who
provides services to the elderly to
identify the particular needs of the aging
person. The professional could also
suggest some of the ways in which these
needs are being successfully met by persons
at their agency.

The student will visit an adult center
or park to observe the characteristics

of the elderly. Each student will relate
these characteristics of the elderly
to their basic needs.

**The student will identify one adult in
his training station and make observational
notes on the social, emotional, intellectual
and physical needs of the adult. He will
cite s14 :ific procedures which he utilizes
to maximize the development of the adult
in his job.



THE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Is able to utilize positive reinforce-
ment and guidance in communications with /

the elderly as evidenced by responses to /

simulated situations and/or on the job. /

E. +2

The use of positive reinforcement and
guidance in communications with the
elderly is conducive to maintaining

- dignity
- sense of worth
- interest in life

Each student will review basic available
resources for principles related to the
use of positive guidance and reinforcement
techniques. Each student will identify
specific situations in which the principles
could have been applied from her work
activities at the training station.

Students will find pictures which
depict problems of the elderly and

identify positive techniques which he or
she might employ with the elderly to
solve the problems. All students in the

career interest groups could discuss various

ways that they might handle the situations.

Criteria for evaluation of the various
techniques would relate to the maintenance
of the older persons dignity, sense of
worth and interest in life.

Students will interview an employer to
identify techniques the employer requests
that his employees utilize in particular
situations. Each student will discuss the
differences and similarities discovered in
the interviews with other members of his
career interest group. Categorize the
principles in relation to the benefits for

- the older person
- the employee
- the employer

**The student will identify examples of the
application of positive guidance and
rcieforoement by workers with the elderly.

Ni will cite situations in which he outd
have applied similar techniques.



THE STUDENT:
BEST COPY MIMI 19311

E. +3

is able to design leisure and recreation / There are a variety of recreation and
activities for use with the elderly as / leisure activities which can provide
evidenced by written plans and/or / opportunities for the elderly for
performance on the job. - companionship and fun

- a sense of belonging
- development of new interests
- adjustment to changing

environment
- recognition.

Students will review basic resources related
to the various learning activities in which
the elderly may be involved.

Each student will keep a list of the
activities which are utilized by the
training center for a one week period. He
will categorize the activities in relation
to the

- involvement of the elderly
- type of opportunity promoted
- equipment required
- time required

Each student will interview an older person
who lives in a retirement home, a convalescent
home etc.to identify the recreation and
leisure activities which he enjoys most.
Students can discuss why the person enjoys
the particular activities that he does.

Each stuJent will select an area of interest
(arts and crafts, games, books etc.) and identify
the theracteristics of the activities which
are meat significant in planning and executing
the activity. He will give a report to the
career ieterest group illustrating the points
with real materials.

A person with

to activities

b) a student.

taped so that
by the person
of the career

special competencies related

for the elderly will be interviewed
The idterview mov be in person or
the specific techniques suggested
can be shared with toer members
Interest group.

**Each student will develop a card file of
suggestions for recreation and leisure
activities for the elderly.



THE STUDENT:
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

is able to evaluate the physical /

environment in relation to possible /

health and safety hazards. /

E. +4

When a person is responsible for the elderly
he is alert to possible health and safety
hazards.

When the elderly do have accidents, quick and
appropriate treatment can minimize the ill
effects of the accident.

Students will review available
resources to obtain information
relative to health and safety
of the elderly.

The student will interview the person
who is in charge of safety at the training
station and learn the exact procedures that
are to be followed in case of an emergency.

The student will obtain the state laws which
relate to the safety of the elderly. Read
the laws carefully and make suggestions as
to how the laws can guide him to be a more
effective worker.

Students will periodically be involved during
the course, in unannounced mock accidents to
test their speed and response in reacting to
emergencies. A student panel will evaluate
the effectiveness of their actions in the
situation.

Each student will be given a floor plan
of a retirement home, hospital and/or
convalescent home on an overhead trans-
parency. The student will study the facility
and identify possible hazards for an older
person. He will indicate the hazards to
other persons in his career interest area
via the overhead projector and screen.
Discussion will continue until the facility
has been made as safe as possible.

**Each student will be continually alert
to the potential dangers to the safety
of an older person at the training station.

He will develop a plan to accident proof
the training station.



THE STUDENT:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

is able to plan foods which take into
account the characteristics and needs
of the elderly as evidenced by
written plans submitted to the
coordinator.

,k r

. +5

/ In order to maintain some measure of
/ good health and independence, the aged
/ person requires adequate nutrition which
/ considers the factors of

- limited income

- inadequate dentition
- decreased appetite
- reduced activity
- loneliness, unhappiness &
anxiety

Students will review basic resources for
information relative to
- factors which may impair good

nutrition for the elderly
- food needs for the elderly for

good nutrition.

Students will interview a person who
volunteers in a program such as Meals
on Wheels. Each student will obtain
information relative to the reactions
of the people to certain foods.

Students will observe at their training
station for a week, listing all of the
foods served. They will categorize the
foods as to
- preference by the elderly
- time to prepare
- nutritive value
- cost
- appeal

Students will read a copy of Your
Digeltavailable from the Cooperative
Eilli4Mon Service of the U of A to
identify communication procedures with
the elderly.

Each student will plan menus for a week
at his training station. He will compare
difference in relation to

- nutritive value

- cost

- personnel, equipment & maintenance

required

1,,



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

THE STUDENT:

Cl.Tx. +1

is able to identify characteristics of / The characteristics of fabrics related
fabrics related to performance, / to performance, construction and care
construction and care. / will effect the way an employee handles

the fabric and the satisfaction of the
customer.

Students will review the-available
resources for information on fabric
characteristics related to

- performance
- construction
- care

Each student will collect fabric
samples and make a card file with
information related to

- characteristics
- construction
- care
- cost
- use

of each fabric.

Students will be given "Picture People
to Please" and will be asked to suggest
fabrics which would be appropriate for
them. Students will show to other
members of their career interest group
and discuss each selection.

Students will test fabrics to identify
fiber content as well as performance,
construction and care.

**Each student will keep a record of new
fabrics that come into the training
station and classify them as to the
above mentioned characteristics.

**Note consumer questions and complaints
relative to each of the various fabrics.



THE STUDENT:

BEST COPY P7,1;1/1311

is able to perform basic construction /

processes as evidenced by samples
completed in class and performance on /

the job.

Students will review the available
resources for information on the
procedures to complete the basic
construction processes.

Each student will observe another
employee in his or her trPining
station and will develop step by
step instructions as to how each
of the construction processes is
completed. The student will practice
the technique until his workmanship
is at a high enough level to satisfy
a customer.

The student will investigate

alternative procedures for individual
construction processes to identify
variations in

- construction time
- cost
- quality of workmanship.

**As various garments are brought to-
the training station by customers
the student will examine the garment
for differences in construction
finishes and details. He will note
new ideas gained from this source and
from reading trade journals available
at the training station.

Cl.Tx. +2

The engineering in the basic construction
processes of a garment will have a direct
relationship to customer satisfaction with
the completed product

- cutting the garment
- basic stitching
- darts
- seams
- sleeves
- facings
- linings ETC.



THE STUDENT:
BEST COPY

C1.Tx. +3

is able to take accurate measurements / Customer satisfaction with a garment is
to insure a properly fitted garment as / increased when accurate measurements are
evidenced by performance on the job. / taken to insure proper fit

- bust
- waist
- front
- back
- hips
- hem

Students will review basic resources to
obtain information about the taking of
accurate measurements.

Each student will observe an experienced
worker making accurate measurements of a
customer. The student would chart the
placement of the tape measure to insure
accurate measurements. The student could
also interview the worker to obtain
specific helpful hints in taking the
measurements. All students in the
career interest area should compare the
comments and observations and compile a
list of standard suggestions for a
person taking measurements.

Encourage all students in the career
interest group to take each others
measurements and compare their
calculations for accuracy. Discuss
possible reasons for differences in
measurements that may occur.

**Each student should list particular
problems and solutions to measurement
techniques as they occur in her job.



111111111,
THE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Cl.Tx. +4

is able to alter garments so that they / Customer satisfaction with a garment is
will fit properly as evidenced by / increased when minor fitting problems are
evaluation of altered garments. / altered to insure a properly fitted garment

- fitting problem analyzed
- alteration identified
- line or grain.of garment established
- correct alteration technique utilized

Students will review basic resources to
obtain information about the types and
techniques of alterations.

Using a 1/4 size model with a garment
on it each student will identify the
problems with the garment and will make
the appropriate corrections. Other
students in the career interest group
will discuss the correction and will
identify the principles and procedures
that were applied in making the
alteration.

Individual students will bring in

garments which they feel do not fit

correctly and persons in the career

interest area will suggest means for

correcting the fitting problem.

Students will invite an alteration

person to discuss the most common

fitting problems that he or she

deals with.

*`Students will identify the alterations

problems which are brought in for

correction at his training station.

Each student will observe the alter-

ation that is completed and special

procedures in the completion.



THE STUDENT:
T.3.EST COPY AuARABLE

is able to apply the proper pressing
techniques at the right time in the
construction and/or repair of a garment /

as evidenced by performance on the job. /

Students will review basic resources to
obtain information about the principles
and techniques related to pressing.

Invite a representative of a dry cleaning
establishment to come to the class to
discuss the differences between ganeents
which are correctly pressed and those
which are not. The individual also
might suggest when the proper timing
for pressing is and what are the
techniques that commercial dry cleaners
find most successful.

Cl.Tx. +5

The appearance of a garment can be
improved by pressing when it is
applied at the appropriate
- time

during construction or alteration
after construction or alteration

- temperature
- pressure
- moisture

Provide individual students with various
samples of different fabrics and have
them experiment to find the proper
temperature which will give the
best appearance to the fabric. Have
students in the career interest area
develop a chart to indicate the right

temperature, pressure and moisture to
utilize on each of the fabrics.

Each student will observe 4 professional

; 4he constructioniq

seamstress or alteaversc. and note
when she utiliz
or alteration of a garment. Also note
the placement of the pressing equipment.
Each student will write suggested principles
for an individual to follow after the
observation.

**Each student will read trade journals
and note new techniques, equipment

and textile products which will influence
his choice of the best procedures to
complete his job.



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

is able to use appropriate techniques
and procedures for food service as
evidenced by performance on the job and
written assignments in class.

/
/
/
/

411111E F. +1

When an employee knows and uses
appropriate techniques and procedures
for food service, the guests' enjoy-
ment of the meal will be enhanced

- setting up station
- greeting guest and presenting menu
- taking orders
- placing orders
- serving orders
- re-setting the station

The student will list the procedures involved
in serving food in the job situation. He will

do a time and motion study to see if there
are ways to cut down on the motions and energy
expended to complete the task.

The student will observe proc tires in a

similar food service establishment and compare
with those utilized in his job situation.

A fellow employee will be observed by each
student to identify the procedures which he
utilizes in completing a specific task
related to serving food. The fellow employee
will also observe the student. The observations
will be compared to identify ways that the tasks
could be completed more efficiently.

**As the student visits in various food
establishments he will analyze why various
types of service are utilized by different
food establishments.



I

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
THE STUDENT

indicates skill in the preparation of /

specific foods as evidenced by the
preparation of the product on the

job.

. +2

There are particuor characteristics and
proceldures which are related to each
individual food product

- appetizers
- soups

- salads
- sandwiches
- entrees

- vegetables
- breads
- desserts

- beverages

Each student will review basic principles
in current resources relative to the
preparation of specific food products.

Each studetu will observe a more
experienced worker in the training
station preparing a specific food
product and will develop a flow chart
of procedures to be utilized in the
preparation of the product. He will

also develop quality control standards
for the product.

Student will experiment with various
procedures to see if

- the characteristics of the
product can be improved

- the preparation time can be
shortened

**As the student prepares new products--
throughout the year he will identify
the similarities and differences in
the principles utilized for each
product. These general principles
can serve as future guides as new
foods are prepared.

CP



THE STUDENT BEST COPY AVAILABLE

, +3

can explain the factors relating to the / Concern about the factors involved in
cost of food production. / the cost of food production can help to

make a worker a valuable asset to an
employer.

The student will identify one prod.ict and
figure the cost of the product in the menu

- foods
- time of employee to prepare
- special equipment

Each student will prepare a presentation
in which he will act out of the role of the
employer greeting a group of new employees
and discussing employee responsibilities
with them relative to

- use of time
- portion control

- efficient use of supplies and equipment
- safety procedures

The manager of a successful food establishment
could be invited to identify specific techniques
which keep the food quality high and the cost
at a minimum.

Each student will compare the portion costs of
ditf rant forms of a product

- frozen
- canned
- dehydrated
- fresh
- radiated
- pre-portioned

Or-

TEA( HER COlsrIMFN1



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

THE STUDENT

is able to identify the factors which go
into food presentation through a case study /

utilizing slides and taped sounds from food /

service establishments.

Students review principles in relation
to food presentation in available
resources.

Students will observe in training station
how the establishment merchandises food to
increase their sales
- characteristics of food

(taste, color, aroma, texture, shape)

- characteristics of room
(appearance, temperature, noise)

- characteristics of service
( appearance, timing)

A survey will be taken by each student
of several customers of food service
establishments, other than his own
training station, to identify reasons
why individuals like to eat at particular
places.

Students will go to a cafeteria and
observe the foods that customers select.
Each student will identify reasons that
customers may have made the selections
that they did.

Each student will prepare a tray using
food models for a "Picture People to
Please" (#4). Other members of the
career interest group will evaluate the
choices.

41/111F. +4

Food is more acceptable to the customer
when the food being served and the
environment in which it is served are

considered.

**Each student will observe, in his training
station, how the establishment presents its
food to increase food sales. He will compile

his observations into a set of general guidelines
for persons to follow as they plan, prepare and
serve foods to customers.



THE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVAILABLE

is able to plan menus which indicate a

basic understanding of nutrition and
menu planning.

1. ARNIN, EXPE=RIENCE

+.5

/ Establishments concerned with the health
/ of individuals utilize foods as a means
/ of assisting and/or maintaining health

- school food service
- hospitals
- child care centers

Students will look in the yellow pages to
identify various food establishments which
will need to be concerned about nutrition
for their clients. They will categorize
the establishment as to type of client.

M M N

Students will review the nutrition principles
in available resources. Particular attention
will be paid to any areas which relate to

- the sick or elderly
- young children
- school age children

Each student will identify specific techniques
which would insure maintenance of the nutritional
value of foods

- selection
- storage
- preparation
- service

He will compare these techniques with the ones
generally utilized when the prime purpose is to
provide speed service and/or the maximum quantity
of food possible.

Invite a hospital dietitian as a guest speaker to
discuss current fads and falacies concerning nutrition
and have each student identify the possible effects
on

- the individual's health
- feeding outside of the home



THE STUDENT: WI COP At..:AiLABLE

is able to file catalogs, swatch books
and samples so they may be easily found
and presented to customers as evidenced
by performance on the job.

41011H. +1

/ The organization and filing of catalogs,
/ swatch books and samples will facilitate
/ the finding of information for customers
/ efficiently and accurately.

Each student will study available
resources to find the kinds of
materials that customers need to have
available as they make home furnishing
decisions. The student will also
study principles about storing the
materials.

k

Each student will identify the kinds
of information sources available in his
center. He will identify the procedure
to be followed in filing of the sources
when the designer and customer have
finished with them.

Students will discuss the procedures used
in filing catalogs, swatch books, and
samples in each of the different training
stations represented in the class. Each
student will discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of the system which they
use. Together all students will
develop some general guidelines to remember
in all systems.

**As new materials are received the student
will identify how the system is to be
updated, when materials are to be
discarded and when they are to be kept
for special purposes. He will also note
additions and/or deletions which seem to
suggest changes or trends in the field.



THE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVAILABLE

is able to identify specific examples /

when the art principles have been
utilized as a means of design organi- /

zation through illustrations submitted /

to the instructor and/or employer.

Each student will review basic resources
to obtain information relative to the
art principles

- balance
- harmony
- rhythm
- emphasis
- proportion

- scale.

Each student will find examples of each
of the principles in items for their
specialization

- drapery and slipcover aide --
fabrics

- floral aide -- flower arrangements
- home furnishing aide -- small

home furnishing items.
All illustrations will be shared with
other members of the career interest
group so that appropriate and in-
appropriate use of the principles can
be examined.

CONI N1 H. +2

Art principles which serve as a means of
design organization include:

- balance
- harmony
- rhythm
- emphasis
- proportion
- scale*

**Each student will listen as other employees
at their training station work with
customers and will cite specific examples
of situations when the principles
of art are discussed.

**Students will note examples of good and
poor use of art principles and will
evaluate the reactions of customers
to the items.

TEA C. HE R OM, f: hi S

*American Home Economics Association. Concepts and Generalizations: Their Place in

High School Home Economics Curriculum Development. Washington, D. C.: AHEA, 1 ;67.
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THE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVAILABLE

is able to identify the elements of design
in items that he works with on the job as
evidenced by written comments analyzing
the elements in specific items.

!.EARNING FXPF_Rlf_N(

H. +3

/ Design is the process of organizinv
/ the basic elements of

- line
- form
- shape
- texture
- color.*

Each student will review basic resources
for information relative to the elements
of design
- line
- form
- shape
- texture
- color.

Each student will it the use of
one of the elements of design by placing
a picture of an item or an actual item
in a notebook. All students will compare
and discuss the illustrations of other
students in the Lareer interestarea.

A designer will be invited to discuss
with the students in the career interest
area the elements of design and how he
utilizes the elements in his work.

**Each student will listen as other employees
at their training station work with
customers and will cite specific examples
of conversation when the elements of
design are discussed.

if A' k )m N

**Using appropriate materials for his
specialization students will make
arrangements, mock-ups or displays
showing the coordination of color,
form, line, shape, and texture
- floral aide ---flower arrangements
- drapery and slipcover aide -- swatches

of drapery fabrics
- home furnishing aide -- swatches of

carpet, upholstery, wall paper,

paints etc.

*AHEA Concepts and Generalizations -- see previous page.
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HE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVAILABLE

s able to apply the correct
rocedures in measuring for and
onstructing draperies, decorative
urnishings, and upholstery items
s evidenced by performance on the
ob.

F: A R N ! EXPERiPNC

Each student will review basic
resources to obtain information
relative to measuring and
constructing of draperies,
decorative furnishings, and
upholstery items.

. +4

Following recognized procedures in the
measuring for and constructing of draperies,
decorative furnishings, and upholstery items
will lead to a finished product which is
satisfactory to the customer
- work order
- measuring
- cutting
- constructing

Each student will observe an
experienced worker completing the
task that he is being trailed to
complete. He will take car,ful
noter and accurately identify each
of the processes completed.

Each student will follow the steps
identified above in the completion
of a scale model of the item he is to
complete. He will practice specific
techniques which he has not previously
utilized until his workmanship is
sufficient to warrant customer
approval.

Students will compare various techniques
utilized in other training stations so
that they will know a variety of ways
to complete various items.

**Each student will be continually
alert to the identification of new
techniques and means of completing his
work through reading of trade journals
and discussion with fellow employees.
He will record the new ideas for
future reference.

**Each student will make a collection
of draperies, upholstered items etc.
and categorize them into types.

7EA,Cirk COM A,A, EN iS
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THE STUDENT:
BEST COPY AM LAM

is able to assist the designer at / A designer needs accurate information about
a client's home as evidenced by / a client's home in order to perform a
performance on the job. / satisfactory, job

- measurements

- inventory
- styles

f: R N (.; E: X ,f) R I N

Each student will review basic
references relative to the types
and kinds of information that it
is necessary to collect at a client's
home in order to satisfactorily complete
a decorating job.

Each student will review the concepts
attained in the section of the course
on human relations and communications
to serve as guides as he interacts with
clients in their homes.

Each student will obtain the information
relative to the exact procedures to be
followed in obtaining measurements,
inventory, furniture information etc.
by reading or discussion with the
employer depending on the instructions
given by the employer.

Each student in the career interest
area will measure and inventory the same
room. When all students have completed
the assignment they will compare
measurements and inventories and identi'y
any differpnces. The differences will
be examin&and a set of general procedures
to follow in measuring and inventoring
will be developed.

**Students will be continually alert to
new information that will assist them
to do a better job. (Information on
the metric system may make a difference
to them etc.)

T A C E k C f- NTS

+5



THE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVAILABLE

is able to utilize accepted procedures
for the protection and satisfaction of
the employer, employee and customer
as evidenced by performance on the job.

i.EARN;!N f: X
;

NLES

/ The guest, the employee and the business
/ are all protected when the employee
/ follows the established procedures for

- entering and leaving a room
- protection of privacy
- courtesy
- sanitation
- safety

Each student will review basic procedures
utilized in institutional management in
available resources.

Each student will identify the basic
procedures utilized in his training
station by reading the established
prncedures and/or observation of persons
in the work situation.

From the established procedures provided by
the employer, the student will explain the
reasons for each regulation listed. (e.g.

maid must knock before entering room etc.)

A scrambled list of procedures will be
given to each student. He will put the
items on the list into correct procedural
order as to how they should be completed
at his training station.

**Each student will read trade journals

and be continually alert to new ways
to perform his job with even better
results for the employer, the customer
and the employee.
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THE STUDENT: BEST COPY AVAILABLE

performs the jobs involved in keeping
hotel and motel rooms clean, orderly and /

ready for use of guests as evidenced by /

performance on the job.

A k

Each student will review basic principles
relative to recommended procedures in
cleaning and straightening a room tn
available resources.

, +2

While tasks may vary from training
station to training station principles
of preparing the room for the next
guests possess certain common features

- replace soiled linens
- empty and clean containers

(wastebaskets, ash trays, glasses)
- adjust ventilation
- adjust lighting
- replenish courtesy items
- report damaged or missing items

Each student will list all the jobs to be
performed in cleaning a room at his respective
training station. Students will compare lists
to see how the lists vary from training station
to training station. Together, students in
the career interest group will categorize
the underlying principles which the procedures
support.

Students will study the teaching aids related
to HOME CARE by Procter and Gamble and will
identify Specific applications of some of
the procedures identified in the materials.

Through consultation with employer, fellow
employees and/or instruction manuals students
will categorize those jobs to be done daily,
those to be done periodically and those to
be done only on special occasions. (You

dust furniture every day, wax periodically
and clean up spills only when the occasion
arises.)

**Each student 11 be continually alert

for new methods and techniques so that

he can find even more efficient and

safe ways to complete the tasks related

to preparing the room for the next

guests.



THE STUDENT: BEST COPY MAUR!

is able to efficiently fill a supply cart /

so that time is saved and work is performed /
with less effort as demonstrated under
teacher observation on the job.

if-Ak ; f: Pt- r.; c

Each student will review principles in
current available resources reiated to
- work simplification principles
- equipment placement

The student will observe another worker
carrying out the necessary duties for
the cleaning of a room. He will itemize
each of the pieces of equipment utilized
by the worker. He will also list all of
the supplies used by the worker. The
student will use this list as a guide to
supplies to be kept on the cart adding to
the list as he discovers other necessary
items.

Each student will diagram each shelf of
a supply cart GA arrange equipment so
there is a place for everything and all
items are easily accessible. The plan
will include all supplies and equipment
to meet the needs of the individual
work station.

The procedure for replenishing the cart
will be identified and followed by each
student in his training station.

, +3

Use of a well-stocked cart saves steps
and increases efficiency for the
institutional aide.

**The student will identify several possible
areas to park the cart when cleaning
individual rooms. The best place to park
the cart will be identified so that the
safety of the customers will be protected.



THE STUDENT:
BEST COPY AMIABLE

is able to decide on the care for the /

varied materials and surfaces in a room /

as demonstrated by matching the item to /

be cleaned with the proper cleaning
agent and procedure.

Each student will review characteristics
of various materials and surfaces to be
cleaned.

Room furnishings will maintain a good
appearance and last longer when given
proper care.

A, inventory of the types of surfaces
and finishes to be cared for in his normal
duties at his training station will be
made by each student. He will categorize

the types of surfaces and finishes as to
- characteristic of surface of finish
- where it is used
- procedures for maintenance
- products to use in maintenance

Student will interview housekeeper to
identify procedures which cause undo
wear on surfaces and finishes. He will

make plans to avoid the procedures
identified by the housekeeper.

**Current trade journals will be read
to identify new procedures and new
products available to maintain the
appearance of surfaces and finishes.

A d: C O M AA:f: N. i S



THE STUDENT:
BEST COPY AVAILABLE

is able to follow basic steps in
laundering to maintain the appearance /

and extend the wear life of linens
as evidenced by written statements
and on the job performance.

+5

The basic steps in laundering which can
increase the wear life and help maintain
the appearance of linens include
- sorting
- pretreating
- selecting correct water temperature,

washing product & washing action
- rinsing wash
- drying

1.f:A3t) f:X PERIEN(

Each student will review available
resources relative to the basic
steps in laundering.

From lists of soiled items each student will
plan washing loads in relation to
- types of fabrics
- different weights

- colors
which may Le safely laundered together.

The correct water temperature to be used with
each load will also be stated.

From a list of stains and a list of pre-
treatments, students will correctly identify
proper treatments for each stain.

**Students will develop a card file on new
fabrics utilized at the training station.
Each card will identify particular characteristics
of the fabric and how they should be cared
for. A special section in the file will
relate to stains and their treatment. As
new stains and new products are used in the
training station they will be added to the
card file.



COMPETENCIES OF THE OCCUPATIONAL AREAS

REFERENCES

CHILD CARE

Arizona. Child Development Resource Guide. Phoenix, Arizona: Home
Economics Section, Division of Vocational Education.

. "Early Childhood Education" The Principal, 1971, Vol. LI, No. 1,
September (the entire issue). Available from: National Association
of Elementary School Principals, National Education Association,
1201 Sixteenth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036.($2.00)

Green, Wood. A Nursery School Handbook for Teae,ers and Parents. Sierra
Madre, California: Sierra -Madre Community Nursery School
Association.

Hammond, Sarah; Lou, Ruth J.; Dales, Dora Sekes; and Witherspoon, Ralph L.
Good Schools for Young_ Children. New York: The MacMillan
Company, 1967.

Texas Tech. Child Care Aide Lubbock Texas: Home Economics Instructional
Materials Center, 1969. Available from: Home Economics Instructional
Materials Center, P. O. Box 4067, Lubbock, Texas 79409. ($10.00)

Texas. A Guide for First Aid and Emergency Care for Young Children in
Groups. Austin, Texas: Texas Department of Public Welfare 78701.

White House Conference on Children. Washington, D. C.: Supt. of
Documents, 1971. ($4.75)

THE ELDERLY

Food Guide for Older Folks. Washington, D. C.: Supt. of Documents,
1972, Stock Number 0100-1515. (20t).

Health in the Later Years of Life. Washington, D. C.: Supt. of
Faigirs71971, Stock er (750.

The Built Environment for the Elderly and the Handicapped. Washington,
D.C.: Supt. of Documents, 1971, Stock Number 2300-1191. (50t).

Workin With Older Peo le: A guide to practice.
olume The Prac tioner and theIlEFT7-
Volume II: Biological, Psychological, and Sociological Aspects

of Aging
Volume III:The Aging Person: Needs and Services

Supt. of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office.



REFERENCES

Cfotki.ng and Textien

Arizona. Clothing and Textiles Resource Guide. Phoenix, Arizona: Home
Economics Section, Division of Vocational Education.

American Home Economics Association. Textile Handbook. Washington, D. C.:
American Home Economics Association, 140 Twentieth St., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20009, 1970. ($3.0i).

Apparel Institute. Apparel Engineering and Needletrades Handbook. Kogo's
International Corporation, 77 Maple ffilve, Great Neck, New
York 11021.

Apparel Institute. Pocket Textile Dictionary. Kogo's International

Corporation, 77 Maple Drive, Great Neck, New York, 11021.

Bancroft, Vivian S. It's So, Sew Easy. Burgess Publishing Co., 426 South
6th Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1970.

Bishop, Edna B., and Marjorie S. Arch. Bishop Method of Clothing Construction.
New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1959.

Burlington Industries Inc. Textile Fibers and Their Properties. Greensboro,
North Carolina: Burlington Industries Inc., 1968.

Dan River Mills. Dictionary of Textile Terms. New York, New York: Dan

River Mins, 111 West 40th Street, 1970.

Man-Made Fiber Producers Association, Inc. Guide to Man-Made Fibers. New
York, New York: Man-Made Fiber Producers Association, Inc.,
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10001, 1969.

McDermott, Irene and Norris, Jeanne. Oppprtunities in Clothing. Peoria,

Illinois: Charles A. BennettCompany, 1968.

Pattern Alteration. Washington, D. C.: Supt. of Documents,
1965, Stock Number 0100-0984. (40t).

Texas Tech. Clothing Assistant. Lubbock, Texas: Home Economics Instructional
Materials Center, 1969. Available from: Home Economics Instructional
Materials Center, P. 0. Box 4067, Lubbock, Texas 79409. ($10.00)



REFERENCES

Food

Arizona. Food and Nutrition Resource G',ide. Phoenix, Arizona: Home

Economics Sactia7bivision ofWcational Education.

Harris, Ellen A. Professional Restaurant Service. New York: McGraw-Hill,

1966.

Hospital Research and Educational Trust. Being a Food Service Worker.
Washington, D. C.: Robert J. Brady Company, 130 Que Street,

N.E., Washington, D. C. 20002, 1971. (Student Guide and Teacher

Guide at $4.50 each)

National Restaurant Association, 1530 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Ill.
Careers in suantit Food Service
o s an or a tresses

Uaitress Training Guide
On the Job Training for Waitresses.

Stokes, John W. Food Service in Industry and Institutions. Dubuque, Iowa:

William C. Brown Company, 1969.

Stokes, John W. How to Manage a Restaurant. Dubuque, Iowa: William C.

Brown Company, 1967.

Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402

Food Service Operations_, Stock No. 0530-421-0000

Organizing a Food Training Program, Stock No. 1780-0433 (30t)

Quantity Food Preparation: A Suggested Guide, Stock No. 1780-0427,

(35t)

Supervised Food Service Worker: A Suggested Training Program, (20t)

Training Food Service Personnel for the Hospitality Industry,
Stock No. 1780-0430

Texas Tech. Dietitian Aide. Lubbock, Texas: Home Economics instructional

Materials Centers 1969. Available from: Home Economics Instructional

Materials Center, P. O. Box 4067, Lubbock, Texas 79409. ($10.00)

Texas Tech. Food Service Employee. Lubbock, Texas: Home Economics Instructional

Materials Center, (address above) ($10.00)

West, Bessie B. Levelle Wood, and Virginia F. Harger. Food Service in

Institutions. New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1966.
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Home FutniaLings

Arizona. Housinj Resource Guide. Phoenix, Arizona: Home Economics

Section, Division of Vocational Education.

Home Economics Association. Concepts and Generalizations: Their

Place in High School Home Economics Curriculum Development.
Washington, D. C.: American Home Economics Association, 1600
Twentieth St., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20009, 1967. ($2.00)

Faulkner, Ray and Sarah. Inside Today's_HgRe. New York, New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, nc.--383Midison Avenue, 10017.

American

. Floral Merchandising and Designing. University, Alabama: Department
'bra and Industrial Education, University of Alabama.

Lewis, Dora S.; Burns, Jean 0., and Esther Segner. Housing and Home Management.

New York: The Macmillan Company, 1969.

Texas Tech. Home Furnishings Aide. Lubbock, Texas: Home Economics Instruc-
tional Materials Center, 1969. Available from: Home Economics
Instructional Materials Center, P. 0. Box 4067, Lubbock, Texas
79409. ($10.00)



REFERENCES

Institutionat and Home Management

Calgon Corporation. The Laundry Book. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania: Calgon
Corporation, Home Service Department. 1964

Cleanliness Bureau, The Soap and Detergent Association, 485 Madison Avenue,
New York, New York 10022.

Housekeeping Directions -- A simplified Guide.

Programmed Cleaning and Sanitation for Buildings, Plants, Offices
and Institutions.

Hospital Research and Educational Trust. Training the Housekeeping Aide.
Washington, D. C.: Robert J. Brady Company, 1971.

Johnson's Wax, Racine, Wisconsin.

How to Make Housecleaning Easier.

How to Take Care of Furniture.

Pfeiffer, William B. and Voegele, Walter O. The Correct Maid for Hotels
and Motels. New York: Hayden Book, Inc., 1965.

Procter & Gamble Company, P. O. Box 599, Cincinnati, Ohio

Laundering.

Home Care.

Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C.
2n402

Sanitation in Home Laundering, Stock No. 20402, (10t)

The Care and Cleaning of Housekeeping Equipment in Health Facilities,
Stock No. Public Health Service No. 930-C-20, (75-t)

Texas Tech. Housekeeping Management Assistant. Lubbock, Texas: Nome Economics
Instructional Materials Center, 1969. Available from: Home Economics
Instructional Materials Center, P. O. Box 4067, Lubbock, Texas
79409. ($10.00).
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is able to identify and use the / There are specific tools and equipment
appropriate tools as evidenced by / designed to do specific jobs for
observations while at work at the / maximum efficiency and production.
training station by the coordinator. /

Each individual student will inventory
the pieces of equipment utilized in
his training station. He will identify
the appropriate use and storage area
for each of the pieces of equipment.

The student will find the manufacturer's
manual for each of the pieces of
equipment that he utilizes most often
at his training station. He will

read the manual carefully and identify
the step by step procedure to utilize
as he performs the various tasks with
the piece of equipment.

As the student begins to study the
pieces of equipment he will observe
another employee using the equipment
whenever possible. He will compare
the techniques he observes with those
he has read about to identify
differences which would relate to

- safety
- output of the machine
- ease

**In a three-way conference the student,
coordinator and employer will list the
available equipment at the training
station on the training plan so the
student will have the opportunity to
utilize and care for the equipment
curing the course of the year.

!E:AC HER COMME:h4 S



THE STUDENT:

is able to verbally explain the / Proper care of equipment reduces waste
procedures for the proper care of / and increases usefulness and safety.
the equipment which he utilizes at /

the training station.

tE RN N(; F)

using the previously taken inventory
each student will place the name of
each piece of equipment he utilizes
in his work at the training station on
a 3 x 5 card. He will then sort the
cards into separate piles as to the
type of care each piece requires. He
will make a check list of the care
needed for each piece noting the
similarities and differences between
the pieces of equipment.

During work each student will observe
another employee and identify the
procedures which he utilizes for the
proper care of the equipment.

Have students in the career interest
group present demonstrations utilizing
a variety of cleaning agents and methods.
The suggestions could be compiled into
a small booklet on "TLC for your best
helper -- EQUIPMENT."

Invite a resource person to discuss the
importance of a schedule for regular
maintenance of equipment used in a
laboratory.

**Each student will continue to watch
the market for new products to improve
the care of the equipment. He might
also read in the professional journals
for new and better methods of care of
equipment.

HER MM fv



THE STUDENT:

is able to identify the best use
of space for establishments in his
career interest area by evaluating
in writing three possible floor plans.

/ The planning of space can promote
- safety
- efficiency
- working relationships

Each student will review basic principles
of planning of facilities and space in
available resources.

Each student will observe his training
station and at least one other establishment
related to his career interest area. He
will study the similarities and differences
in the use of space, the facilities provided,
types of equipment and the characteristics
of the general surroundings.

Each of the students in the career interest
area will be provided with a transparency
of a hasic room which could be developed
into a business establishment. Each will
plan the room and will show the plan on

the overhead transparency to the other
members of the group. All of the students
will evaluate the plan and offer suggestions
to improve

- safety
- efficient operations
- working relationships

**Students will be continually aware of how
they can promote the best use of facilities
and space in their jobs. (For example
when the waitress puts down the tray stand,
when the child care worker places toys. etc.)

7 LA .Hf R s_IM f tr



SPACE AND EQUIPMENT

REFERENCES

American Home Economics Association. Handbook of Household E ui ment
Terminology. Washington, D. C.: American ome conomics

Association, 1600 Twentieth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.,
20009, 1970, ($2.00).

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers, 20 North Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois 60606.

Dialogue of Discovery -- one free copy

Advanced Household Equipment Technical Seminars -- one free copy

Cleanliness Bureau, The Soap and Detergent Association, 485 Madison Avenue,
New York, New York 10022.

Housekeeping Cirections -- A simplified guide.
Programmed Cleaning and Sanitation for Buildings, Plants, Offices
and Institutions.

Hospital Research and Educational Trust. Training the Housekeeping Aide.
Washington, D. C.: Robert J. Brady Company, 1971.

Household Finance Corporation, Management Institute, Prudential Plaza,
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Your Equipment Dollar.

*Equipment manuals with any and all pieces of equipment in the t-aining station.

**Trade journals will carry excellent materials during the year on the newest
equipment, plans for space and methods and care of both.

***See references for Institutional and Home Management Competencies.
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THE STUDENT:

takes opportunities to prevent accidents / Accidents can be prevented by careful
by usins safe procedures and correcting / attention to the characteristics of
unsafe conditions as evidenced by actions / the
in class and/nr on the job, - worker

- work space
- equipment

If ,ARNIN(q;

Each student will review basic resources
to obtain information about the basic
safety procedures and the causes of
accidents for his career interest area.

Each student will draw a simple stick
figure indicating an action or a condition
in his training station which could be
unsafe. After all drawings have been
discussed the class will identify a list
of the most important safety precautions
to observe.

Each student will develop a safety poster
to be displayed at his training station,
in the classroom and in the school (if
appropriate).

Each student will interview the person
in charge of safety at his training
station to find out the procedures to
follow in case of an accident

- obtaining care
- reporting accident etc.

Set up the room with some unsafe
conditions and see if the students
will observe and correct the conditions.

Have students role play the actions
that they would take in case of sudden
unexpected accidents at their training
stations. Have other students evaluate
the action.

,
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THE STUDENT:

practices appropriate sanitation / The health and safety of customers and
procedures as evidenced by performance / fellow employees is protected when
on the job. / employees practice appropriate sanitation

procedures related to
- dress

- grooming
- health habits
- characteristics of the product

(food, unholstered furniture etc.)

Each student will review basic resources
to obtain information about the basic
sanitation procedures for his career
interest area.

Invite a representative of the state
or county health department to explain
health regulations applying to each
of the career areas in home economics.
Students will discuss the reasons for
the regulations and means to help each
student remember and use the suggested
procedure.

Students will develop a check list on
which to evaluate their own behavior
related to sanitation.

Students in each career area will
obtain and study the codes which relate
to their area

- purpose of code
- how the code is enforced

- penalty if code is not
followed

- consequences to customers if

code is not followed

Each student will prepare a poster for
display at the training station, with
the permission of the employer, to
remind fellow employees about sanitation
procedures.



SAFETY AND SANITATION

REFERENCES

American National Red Cross. American Red Cross First Aid Textbook. New
York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1957.

Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C. 20402

Safety Standards -- bimonthly periodical, 1 yr. subscription, $1.00

Instructor Institute: Safety in Industry, Instructor Outline. 1970
2903-0056, 6O

The Challen e to Supervisors....Making Young Workers Safe Workers.

- t

Sizing Up Machines for Safety. 1965. 2903-0065, $1.00

The Fundamentals of Accident Prevention. 19o;" 2903-0020, 15t.

Safe Working Surfaces. 1967. 2903-0042, 35t.

Preventive Maintenance for Safety. 1967. 2903-0040, 25t.

Job Hazard Analysis. 1967. 2903-0038, 25t.

Accident Cause Analysis. 1965, 2903-0028, 20t.

Appraising Safety Performance. 1965. 2903-0027, 20t.

Handling Materials Safely. 1967. 2903-0041, 40t

Preventing Injury From Falls and Falling Objects. 1969, 2903-0103, 10t.

Conducting a Job Hazard Analysis. 1967. 2903-0089, 10t.

Accident Causes. 1969. 2903-0088, 10t.

Accident Cost Control. 1969. 2903-0098, 15t.

Safeguarding Machinery. 1969. 2903-0095, 10t.

Elements of a Safety Program. 1970. 2903-0102, 15t.

Safety Training Techniques in the Classroom. 1970. 2903-0100, 10t.

Good Housekeeping for a Successful Safety Program. 1969, 2903-0090, 10t.

Food Service Operations, Stock No. 0530-421-0000.
(Chapter 2 - Sanitation, Chapter 3 - Safety)
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liE(Based on your experience in teaching a

Home Economics Related Occupations program
Sig please jot down ideas that you would be
willing to share with others teaching in
this program. To everyone that sends in
a form we will send a copy of the suggestions

1SXS 41111 PLEASE SHARE WITH US SO WE CAN ALL GROW.)
received from all other teachers that month.

I I 1 I I I

PLEASE ADD SUGGESTIONS IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS -- AS THEY SEEM SIGNIFICANT TO YOU.

Curriculum area;

it ARNIN(; F Pf kit N( FS

Name

Address

When you have completed this form please fold the page closed and staple shut. Then
attach a stamp and send to the address found on the reverse side.

Thank- you.
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THE STUDENT:

is able to make efficient use of energy /

and time resources in performing duties /

at the training station as evidenced by /

performance on the job.

If ARNIN EXPERIENCES

The management of energy, time and
materials promotes an employee's
efficiency on the job.

Each student will review basic resources
to obtain information about the principles
related to work simplification procedures.

Each student will complete a task at
his training station while another
student carefully details each step
the student takes, each piece of equipment
that he uses and the time. The student
will be given the time and motion study
and will carefully examine the written
observations to determine
- if there were unnecessary steps

that could have been eliminated?
- if energy could have been saved

by assembling more materials
before he started to work?

- if he utilized the best tool
for the job?

- if both hands were used whenever
possible?

At least one other member of the career
interest group will examine the study
and the student's analysis to see if
additional suggestions can be made.

**Each student will record additional
tasks which he completes by using
work simplification procedures on the
job.



THE STUDENT:

is able to utilize body mechanics to /

avoid undue strain on his body in
performing duties at the training
station as evidenced by performance /

on the job.

LE=ARNING EXPERIENCES

Body mechanics principles are the basis
for safe and effective work method designs
which prevent damage to the body and reduce
the chances of fatigue for the worker.

Each student will review basic resources
to obtain information about the principles
related to body mechanics principles.

All students in the class will be
requested to step to the front of the
group and

1. lift a heavy box
2. lift a heavy stack of dishes

from a chair
3. move a heavy object across the

room.

The procedures that each student uses
will be evaluated to see if they
- protect the natural spring of the

spinal column
- keep the natural balance of the

body
- take advantage of force of gravity
- take advantage of leverage
- push or grasp heavy weights near

the center of the heaviest part
- use large, strong muscles of the

legs to move heavy objects
All the students will suggest a list
of principles to remember and will
identify at least one place they could
use the principle in their training
station work.

**Each student will be continually
alert to situations in which he can
apply body mechanics principles at
his training station.

TEACHER COMMENTS



WORK SIMPLIFICATION

REFERENCES

Bratton, Esther Crew. Home Management Is... Boston, Massachusetts:

Ginn and Company, 1971.

Fitzsimmons, Cleo and White, Nell. Management for You. Chicago, Illinois:

J. B. Lippincott Company, 1958.

Gross, Irma and Crandall, Elizabeth Walbert. Management for Modern

Families. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1963.

Hospital Research and Educational Trust. Training the Housekeeping Aide.

Washington, D. C.: Robert J. Brady Company, 1971.

Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C., 20402.

Get Your Legs in the Act of Lifting. 1965, 2903-0062, $1.00.

Safe Lifting. 1969, 2903-0093, 15g.

Teach Them to Life. 1970. 2903-0006, 25g.

Mechanics for the Safety Man. 1969, 2903-0017, 25g.
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THE STUDENT:

( 0NTFNi &1

is able to accept leadership roles as / HERO club activities offer a wide
evidenced by performance in EERO activities. / variety of opportunities for members

to accept leadership roles
- officers
- committee members
- meetings
- activities

The members of the class will study
the HERO state constitution and list
potential leadership offices within
the structure of the organization.
Following the procedures identified by
the group election of officers will
ta', place. (Anpendix &l)

rienbers of the HERO club will define

and develop activities to extend the
classroom learnings and to provide
opportunities for leadershin by members
during the year.The objectives and
activities will rlGst likely take the
form of a Program of Work.

As the HERO club is integrated into
the classroom setting learnings related
to such tonics as parlimentary procedures,
public relations etc. can be developed to
provide the basis for the further development
of individual members.

**Eacn student will list his opportunities
for involvement in leadership Positions in
HERO and will evaluate his performance in
the position. Periodically the adviser
will meet with each member to discuss his
own individual development.

I.ihenever possible students will be

encouraged to participate in regional
and state activities of the HERO club.

TEACHER ')MME



THE STUDENT:

is able to communicate with community and /

business leaders related to Home Economics /

Related Occupations as evidenced by
performance in HERO public relations
activities.

if ARNIN(; EXPFRIEN( f S

A guest speaker will be invited to
discuss public relations with the
members of the club. The club will
follow the presentation with role
playing of some of the suggestions made
by the speaker. Each member of the
club could make plans for at least one
way to carry out one public relations
activity.

4111111111 '42

HERO club activities offer a wide
variety of opportunities for members
to interact with leaders

- business
- community

Each HERO club member could interview
three persons in his carer interest
area to discover more about his area
of interest. During the interview he
could also present information about
the HERO program so that communication
could truly be a two-way street.

The HEP.3 club could plan to sponsor a
special event (breakfast, lunch, or
dinner) to explain to their employers
the total program related to Home Economics
Related Occupations. Each member should
be a part of the planning, development
and final completion of the program.

**Individual members should keep a

series of notes on opportunities which
they find to explain about the HERO
program. They could also keep the
comments and questions asked to help
identify where common misrorceptions
about the program are most evident.

Specific activities could be provided
for younger children also to assist them
with identification of specific career
interests.

if Af. PiFP ()MME r",/



HERO CLUB

REFERENCES

Baker, Marion. "Hero-FHA: An Enrichment for Home Economics," What's
New In Home Economics. Volume XXXVI, No. 2, p. 39.

JOnson, Larry W. "Vocational Youth Clubs and the Learning Experience,"
in Contemporary Concepts in Vnrational Education edited by Gordon F.

Law. Washington, D. C.: American Vocational Association, 1971.

Muessig, Raymond H. Youth Education: Problems/Perspectives/Promises.
Washington, D. C.: Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development, National Education Association, 1968.

Smith, Wesley T. "FHA Enthusiasm, Conviction, Committment." Teen Times.
Vol. 27: 20-21. May, 1972.

RESOURCE PERSONS

State HERO Adviser
Arizona Department of Education
Division of Vocational Education
Home Economics Section
1535 W. Jefferson Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85013

State FHA Adviser
Arizona Department of Education
Division of Vocational Education
Home Economics Section
1535 W. Jefferson Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85013

1972-73 Mrs. Barbara Border

1972-73 Mrs. Lettie Cale



HERO Facts
BEST COPY AV/11111MT

HERO is . . .

. . a co-curricular organization which further develops the
skills and attitudes necessary for career goals.

. . community involvement with professionals, para-professionals
and business people associated with home economics related

occupations.

HERO is

. . state organization formed by occupations students and
teachers during 1971-72 consisting of local chapters.
HERO is sponsored by the Arizona Department of Education.

. . nationally affiliated with HERO/FHA. During 1971-72,

Arizona HERO had a national officer.

Benefits of HERO are . . .

. . local chapters for publicizing program and developing leadership.

. . regional meetings for students to meet together by career interest area.

. . State Leadership Conference for students to demonstrate their skills,
tour industries, and hear outstanding speakers.

. . materials for individual growth and leadership.

Join HERO by . . .

. . Paying dues per member

Local (established by local chapter)

State $ 1.00

National (for additional benefits) . . $ l,JO

The HERO motto is . . .

"Today Is The Beginning Of Tomorrow"

The HERO colors are . . .

yellow and white.

The HERO flower is a 14i/isy.



STATE DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
Arizona Association of HERO

CONSTITUTION

ARTICLE I. NAME. The organization shall be known as the Arizona Home Economics

Related Occupations (HERO) Club.

ARTICLE II. PURPOSES: The purposes of the organization shall be as follows:

To develop a sense of civic responsibility and social awareness through

involvement in school and community activities;

To broaden, strengthen and test home economics related career interests;

To develop self-respect, confidence and responsibility through leadership

and decision-making activities;

To teach the importance of and develop the ability of balancing social and

business activities;

To provide a means for members to understand, and communicate with each other,

adults and the business community;

To further skill development through activities related to the various areas of

Home Economics Related Occupations;

To involve members in assuming act:ve citizenship.

ARTICLE III. ORGANIZATION.

Section A. Thc. sponsor or the organization is the Arizona Department of Education,

Division of Vocational Education.

Section B. The Arizona Association shall consist of five districts, each composed

of certificated chapters.

Section C. Chapters may be chartered in schools having organized instruction in
any of the various segments of home economics related occupations. The chapter

shall be composed of students who posses's the qualifications of membership. When

the application is approved, the state adviser for HERO shall issue a charter to

the chapter.

ARTICLE IV. MEMBERSHIP.

Section A. Membership in this organization shall be of three kinds: 1) active,

2) associate, 3) honorary.

Section B. The active membership of the Arizona Association of the Home Economics
Related Occupations Clubs (HERO) shall be individual members, in good standing,

from gartered chapters and shall be regularly enrolled in a home economics

related occupational course in grades 11-14 to initiate their membership. Members

may retain their active membership continuously throughout their school career of

grades 11 to 14 and for two years after leaving school.
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Section C. Only active members shall vote and hold office.

Section D. Associate members' 1) may be former active Arizona HERO Club members;
2) may he interested persons recommended by the local chapter and approved by the
State Executive Board; 3) will have the privilege of attending any HERO Club
meeting and events.

Section E. Honorary memberships may be held by persons who have made an outstanding
contribution to HERO and who have been recommended by a local chapter and approved
by the State Executive Board. The criteria for and number of honorary memberships
shall be determined by the State Executive Board. Honorary memberships shall be
awarded annually,

ARTICLE V. OFFICERS.

Section A. The officers of the State Associacion shall be a president, vice president,
secretary, treasurer, historian-parliamentarian, and a public relations officer.
The officers shall perform the usual duties of their respective posts.

Section B. The student officers, as described in the bylaws, and the State Adviser
shall constitute the Executive Board of the State Association. The Executive
Board of the State Association shall have full authority and control over the
Association, subject only to such regulations and bylaws as may be adopted by
the State Association at any convention.

Section C. The officers shall be elected annually by a voting delegation.

Section D. The State Adviser shall be a member of the home economics state staff.

Section E. The officers of the District shall consist of the chairman of the District
and the District Committee.

Section F. Chapter officers shall consist of a president, vice president, secretary,
treasurer, public relations officer. Other officers may be designated if desirable
and some posts may be combined. The teacher of the home economics related oc-
cupations class shall be the chapter adviser. Officers of the local chapter shall
be elected annually from the membership of the related occupations class.

ARTICLE VI. FINANCES,

Section A, Dues shall be paid by all active and associate members. Dues shall be
set by the State Executive Board. The state treasurer shall report at a set time
annually as established in the bylaws as to which chapters have paid their dues.
These chapters shall be designated as chapters in good standing.

Section B, Upon recommendation of the State HERO Adviser and approval of the State
HERO Executive Board, donations and sponsorships may be accepted from interested
organizations and persons,

Section C. A budget shall be prepared annually aAd submitted to the State Executive
Board.

Section D. The accounts of the State Treasurer shall be audited each year by an
auditing committee appointed by the President.
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ARTICLE VII. AMENDMENTS.

Section A. Proposed amendments to the State Constitution or Bylaws must be submitted

in writing by authorized representatives of the local chapters to the State Ex-

ecutive Board at least 60 days prior to any state convention of the HERO Clubs,

These proposed changes must be submitted to all the chapters at least 30 days

prior to the next succeeding state convention, be reviewed by the State Executive

Board, and submitted by them to the delegates at the state convention with

recommendatinns. Amendments may be adopted or revisions may be made in the

state convention by a two-thirds vote of the voting delegates present at any

regular session providing they represent a quorum.

ARTICLE VIII. DISTRICT MEETINGS AND STATE CONVENTIONS.

Section A. District meetings shall be held at least once annually. The number of

meetings shall be determined by the district commi ,:ee with the approval of the

State Adviser. The place shall be determined by the District Committee.

Section B. There will be at least one state convention held annually, except in

cases of extreme emergency. The time and place of the state meeting will be

determined by the Executive Board.
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BYLAWS

ARTICLE I. DUTIES OF STATE OFFICERS.

.Section A. The President. It shall be the duty of the President to preside over
state conventions of HERO, and over all meetings of the State Executive Board.

The President shall call at least one state convention each year on such date

and at suits place as determined by the Executive Board. The President shall

have the privilege of appointing committees and serving as an ex-officio
member of these committees.

Section B. the vice President. It shall be the duty of the Vice President to

serve in any capacity as directed by the President, to accept the responsi-

bilities of the presidency as occasions may demand; and will be available as
necesary in promoting the general welfare of HERO.

Section C. the Secretary. The Secretary shall perform the duties common to such

an office, such as keeping an accurate record of the sessions of the state
convention and of the meetings of the State Executive Board, onP copy of which

shall be given to the State Adviser for the permanent files, and one copy to

be kept for the Secretary's files. He shall perform such other duties as he

is directed to perform by the State Executive Board or the State Adviser.

Section D. [he treasurer. It shall be the duties of the Treasurer to be chairman

of the budget committee under the direction of the State Adviser. He shall

make an annual report on the condition of the treasury to the convention and the

Executive Board.

Section E. The Historian. It shall be the duties of the Historian to keep a record
of the activities and meetings by compiling an official State HERO Scrapbook
which will be kept as a permanent record by the State Adviser.

Section F, Tire Parliamentarian. It shall be the duty of the Parliamentarian to
determine that the meetings and procedures are carried out in proper order.

Section C, The Public Relations Officer, It shall be the duties of the Public
Relations Officer to disseminate and create a positive image for the HERO Club.

ARTICLE II. ADVISORY COMMITTEE. There shall be a State Advisory Committee con-

sisting of at least

1. Two students (on an alternating basis from different districts)

2. Two chapter advisers and/or chapter parents (on the same basis as the

students)

3. One public relations person
4 One adult active in civic or community group activities

5. State Advt3cr for HERO (shall serve as secretary)

6. One employer
7, A teacher educator
8, One professional each from ASVA, AzHEA

9, One representative from the Arizona Business, Industry and Education Council

or similar organization
10, Ex-officio - Associate Superintendent of Vocational Education
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The purposes of this committee shall be

1. To provide assistance for programming of club;
2. To participate in evaluation;
3. To assist. in maintaining communication between adults and youth, industry

and education;
4. To assist organization with large projects;

5. To assist with public relations.

ARTICLE III. OTHER COMMITTEES.

Section A. The Public Relations Committee shall consist of the state and
chapter public relations officer. The duties of this committee shall he to
disseminate information and to promote a positive image for the HERO Club.

Section B. The Proficiency Committee shall cor ist of persons qualified to
evaluate criteria for proficiency events in the different occupational areas.
Their duties shall be to set up the proficiency events at the state level.

Section C. The Scholarship Committee shall consist of at least one state
advisory committee member, one chapter adviser, one student member, and
others as appointed by the State Adviser.

ARTICLE IV, ELECTION OF OFFICERS,

President and Vice President shall be elected at large prior to the first

district meeting of the fiscal year. One state officer shall be elected

from each district to fill the offices of Secretary, Treasurer, Parliamentarian,
Historian, and Public Relations Officer. A committee composed of some state

advisory committee member and others will determine 'Mich state office each

shall fill.
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HELPs
HELPS is the name adopted for Home Economics Learning Packages

developed by the American Home Economics Association. Only the most
basic ideas will be presented here related to these packages. For

further information about packages currently available and/or format
write to:

HOME ECONOMICS LEARNING PACKAGES
American Home Economics Association
2010 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

A basic lesson for a HELP is developed around the following important
segments:

OBJECTIVE. The statement of the objective provides the student with
the specific information as to exactly what he will be
able to do or know when he has completed the lesson. This
is his only guide as he progresses through the lesson as
to what is important in the various learning activities so
it needs to be clearly stated.

List the three most important reasons for
obtaining further job training.

Given a basket of soiled items you will sort them
into three piles according to type of soil as you
load the washing machine on your job.

COMPONENT IDEA. This is the central idea upon which the lesson is to
focus. In Arizona we have worked a great deal with
conceptual statements. This is not a conceptual
statement. In the teacher's section would be a conceptual
statement but here you would have a very simple idea. By
the end of the lesson the student will hopefully be able to
make a complete statement about the idea that he himself has
developed but not one that is presented to him.

For the above objectives the component ideas might be:

A. Reasons for obtaining further job training

B. Sorting items to be laundered



Learning Activities. This is a compilation of the learning activities
which a student might be involved with in achieving
the objective of the package. There should be as
large a variety of learning possibilities as possible
so that students could select the ones that most
closely relate to his learning style.

There may be times when a vAriety simply is not
possible but whenever it irall possible activities
should be identified. After students have finished
a lesson they can often suggest learning activities
which might be added to the lesson.

The instructions are very important as student5look
at the activities. There will be times that all
students will have to do a particular activity because
you simply can't find any other alternatives. Your
instructions would need to indicate this. At other

/ times students would be free to select from any of
// three activities -- all of which would provide the

same information. Your instructions would need to/die indicate this.

Evaluation. Each student is provided with three opportunities to
evaluate his own knowledge, skill or attitude relative
to the HELP.

'.7C2-9 1st

cil!!;29 2nd

Pre-tests are develupd to assist the student to decide
if he already posserthe knowledge, skill or attitude
to be developed in the HELP.

Self-tests provide the student with the opportunity to
check his own growth related to the objective. If he
does well on the self-test then he is ready to go on to
the post-test. If he does not do well then he may decide
to go back and do additional learning activities or to
redo some of the ones that he had done earlier.

'-'101-41127 3rd Post-tests are the final check on the growth which the
student has made during HELP lessons.



PICTURE PEOPLE TO PLEASE . . .

This device can serve a variety of purposes in your classroom. To
initiate the procedure you will:

* select a wide variety of pictures that could represent the
persons that an employee in a career interest area might need
to serve during the course of his employment.

* provide a situation for each picture with a few, brief descriptive
sentences. The situation will set the stage for the employee
to react to the person pictured. The more reality that you can
give to the situation the better. Some of the situations may be
ones that your students have related to you through conferences
or written reports.

* present the picture and the situation to the student and provide
then with sufficient time to decide how to handle the situation.
Students may share their pictures and reactions with other members
of the class to identify the variety of ways that similar situations
are viewed and handled by various persons in the class. This may
provide the student with alternative ways to handle the situation
if he ever encounters it on the job.

* an additional use of this device could be to add additional
information about the person in the picture after the student
has stated his action to see if students can be assisted to
think of a variety of human factors which can influence the
persons they work with. The person could have just lost their
job, had an accident, have a bad headache etc.



Q SORT

This technique centers on the sorting of decks of cards called
0,-pta. The decks of cards may consist of any number and may 'elate

to any subject or area that you wish. A deck of cards relatea to
some specific object -- verbal statements, attitudes toward work,
characteristics of an employee, characteristics of work situations --

would be presented to an individual and the individual would be asked
to sort the cards related to a specific criterion.

An example might be that you have selected a group of cards
related to the characteristics of various jobs. These cards could
be handed to an individual and he could he instructed to sort the
cards into two piles. In one pile he could place the cards Lhat
describe the characteristics of the jobs that he most wants. In the
other pile he could place the characteristics of the jobs that he
wants least. This type of sort may assist the student to clarify the
values that he has related to certain job characteristics.

Individuals could also sort on a variety of continuums as

like me * * *

approve of * *

,Jould do

Lvlieve in * *

not like me

don't approve of

woubln't do

don't believe in

and many others depending on the purpose of the sort in your classroom.

The sorts can be further structured by identifying the number of
cards that you wish placed on specific points on the continuum. Given
60 cards a student might be asked to place 10 cards on one end of the
continuum related to characteristics of the job he would most like to
have. He might place 10 on the end of the continuum related to characteristics
of the job he would like least to have. The other cards might be in the
middle or might be divided into three more sorts.

Once the cards are sorted you might also ask students to place
them in rank order. In this situation the student would take the 10
cards related to characteristics of jobs he wanted most and would place
them in the order *importance to him.

The advantage to this kind of technique is that it encourages each
student to sort according to his own beliefs and characteristics. There
are no absolute right or wrong answers except for the student himself.
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